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Vl. INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of the burning rate of the propellant in a solid

propellant rocket motor is of basic importance in rocket technology.

The design of an operational solid propellant rocket motor is de-

pendent upon accurate knowledge of the burning rate of the propellant

as a function of the variables which control it.

Burning rate information for propellants is normally generated

experimentally, since the current state of combustion theory does

not allow the prediction of burning rates of new formulations.

Further 3 the burning rate of solid propellants has been found to

depend upon the propellant environment, and variations in burning

rate due to design factors must be evaluated experimentally. With

the current need for more precise prediction and control of solid

propellant rocket performance, there has been considerable interest

in improved methods for burning rate measurement. Emphasis hasbeen

placed upon methods which do not require location of devices within

the solid propellant grain, undesirable because of obvious manufacturing

difficulties and potential effects upon the measured variable. There

is also a need for burning rate measurement methods which are capable

of measuring burning rates in operational rocket motors, as well as

under laboratory conditions.

The microwave burning rate measurement method of the subject

investigation appeared, at the outset, to satisfy the above criteria.
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Feasibility of the technique had previously been demonstrated by

other investigators. The subject investigation shows that the micro-

wave technique studied is capable of accurately measuring solid

propellant burning rates under actual rocket motor operating con-

ditions.

The method involves the transmission of microwaves through the

unburned solid propellant_ directed toward the burning surface of the

solid propellant. A reflection of the microwaves occurs at the

burning surface_ and as the propellant burns_ the phase of the

reflected signal changes. The reflected signal is then comparedwith

a portion of the transmitted signal to obtain burning rate information.

The unburned solid propellant is a dielectric material_ and as such

allows transmission of the microwave signal. A microwave window

must be provided for transmission of the microwaves through a

metallic rocket motor case.

The following material describes the results of an experimental

investigation of the microwave burning rate measurementtechnique_

with a review of pertinent literature and supporting analyses.
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VII. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The measurement of the burning rate of solid propellants has been

the subject of considerable research and development in recent years.

Closed bomb and small test motor burning rate measurement techniques

have been the accepted and conventional methods in propellant research

for some time. They continue to be in wide use. Recently the need

for more accurate burning rate measurements under special conditions

has spawned work in the field. Examples of the various techniques in

use and under research are covered in the following material. Sections

include: (I) burning rate measurement techniquesj non-microwave;

(2) microwave burning rate measurement techniques; (3) related micro-

wave techniques 3 and 3 (4) discussion.

Burning Rate Measurement Techniques

Non-Microwave

The burning rate-pressure relation for solid rocket propellants

has almost classically been determined employing the strand burnerj or

Crawford bomb I. This closed bomb device is normally pressurized with

a neutral atmosphere such as nitrogen. A long thin strand of propellant

iSuperscript Arabic numerals refer to references contained in the

Bibliography.
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inhibited laterally burns like a cigarette and as it burns_ successively

cuts several wires embeddedin the strand. Measurementof the time

elapsed between cutting of the strands permits determination of the

average burning rate of the propellant between the wires. Manymodifi-

cations of the basic technique have been used. Stewart and Moon2 of

the Naval OrdnanceTest Station provided sharp variations in the cross

section of the propellant strand. Passageof the flame front was in-

dicated by the disturbance of the pressure record. Optical methods have

also been employed to photograph the burning strand. Requirements for

conducting the test are that the strand must be small and that the

pressure in the bombmust remain nearly constant. The Crawford bomband

related techniques have found their major applications for the measure-

ment of burning rates during propellant research_ and for comparing

burning rates of different propellants.

For reasonably accurate measurementand prediction of rocket motor

burning rates_ small test motors have been employed prior to design of

3 Such motors can use different nozzles for eachoperational motors.

combustion pressure or non-neutral grain burning geometry in order to

generate the required burning rate-pressure data. Rates are determined

from pressure-time-charge size data_ taking into account any non-

neutral burning geometry of the grain. Charges used in these test

motors are usually small_ of the order of I0 to 20 poundsof pro-

pellant. Many designs for small test motors have been developed to

meet special requirements.
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Osborn_ Burick_ Ho and others of the Jet Propulsion Center of

Purdue University conducted extensive investigations of continuous

measurementof solid propellant burning rates.4 A technique for the

direct and continuous measurementof the burning rate of solid rocket

propellants under simulated motor conditions was developed. The

technique involved a closed loop servomechanismwhich positioned a

solid propellant samplewithin a two-dimensional combustion chamber.

In order to provide a feedback signal to the servomechanismj three

different transducer systems were investigated; a microwave technique_

ultrasonic techniques_ and a radioactive isotope system.

As can be seen from Figure i_ the microwave measurementtechnique

• involved the passing of waves through the propellant burning zone to
r

determine the position of the burning surface. Ho 5 conducted a

feasibility study for the use of both ultrasonic and microwave tech-

niques. Based on analysis of expected microwave attenuation as the

waves passed through the combustion gases_ it was concluded that the

microwave system was not readily adaptable as a feedback transducer for

the servomechanism technique. Strong dependence of the microwave

attenuation upon the combustion conditions (ionization of the com-

bustion gases) was cited as the main difficulty. It was noted that

combustion gas ionization could be expected to vary with the molecular

species present in the gases as well as the temperature. Consequently_

a separate microwave transducer calibration system would be required

for adapting the transducer to the servomechanism measurement system
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for each different propellant and combustion pressure. (The method

studied by Ho is not the same in principle as that used in the subject

investigation.) In the same work_ Ho analyzed ultrasonic attenuation_

resonance 3 and pulse-reflection techniques for direct burning rate

measurement. The technique involved measurement of the time required

for a sonic pulse to travel from the transducer to the burning surface

and then back (the echo) to the transducer. It was concluded that

the pulse-reflection technique using ultrasonic frequencies of 400 KHz

or somewhat lower was the most promising of the three ultrasonic

methods considered. However_ it was noted that_ since the Young's

Modulus of solid propellant is usually quite low_ the ultrasonic wave

would be greatly attenuated. In order to receive a sufficiently large

reflectionj it was suggested that the propellant temperature be kept

around -20 to -40 oF. Thus_ the practicality of the ultrasonic

technique seemed questionable.

Since the results of the feasibility study outlined above showed

doubtful promise for the microwave and ultrasonic techniques_ a

6
gamma-ray or radiographic technique was investigated. Figure i

again shows the essential features of the method_ except that gamma

rays were employed rather than microwaves. It was shown that the

attenuation of the gamma rays was chiefly a function of material

density. Therefore 3 the attenuation of the gamma rays by the com-

Bustion products could be neglected. The emitted beam intensity was

a function only of the position of the propellant sample because a
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motion of the propellant would provide a variable attenuation of the

emitted energy. The transducer signal was found by experiment to

produce a linear signal for approximately 0.040 inches of linear move-

ment of the propellant sample. The gammaray transducer was judged the

most suitable for application as a burning rate sensor. A servomechanism

system was designed to position the propellant in the test rocket motor_

using output of the gammaray transducer as the feedback signal. It

was reported that linear burning rate data was successfully obtained

for several different propellant formulations. Burning rate data was

presented for a propellant code named"B"_ showing burning rates from

approximately 0.15 to 0.35 inches per second at i00 to 400 psia com-

•bustion pressures_ and for another propellant "C"_ which produced

burning rates from approximately 0.25 to 0.33 inches per second at

200 to 500 psia combustion pressure.

Hale 7 has conducted research on an ultrasonic pulse-echo technique

for burning rate measurement. The ultrasonic pulse-echo technique was

employed in an end burning rocket motor. Figure 2 shows the experi-

mental arrangement. Ultrasonic energy was transmitted at a frequency

of I MHz 3 in pulses at a rate of 600 times per second. Propellant

samples were i and 1.5 inches thick. Results of 23 firings of the

PBAA - 16 per cent aluminized propellant (TPH-8009) showed that ultra-

sonically measured burning rates compared favorably with data obtained

by standard methods. The pressure range covered approximately 500 to
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I000 psia. There was no observed effect of the measurement system on

burning rates of the propellant. Continuing research is currently

being conducted to improve the performance of the system.

Continuous measurement of burning rates using a capacitance

8
variation technique was the subject of research by Hermance. A

strand of propellant of square cross section was bonded on two sides

to 0.012 mm tin foil strips. Since the propellant (a polysulphide-

ammonium perchlorate formulation) was a material of high dielectric

constant_ a capacitor was formed. The measured capacitance was

related to the amount of propellant between the foil strips. The

variation of capacitance as burning progressed was measured by placing

the propellant capacitor in a resonant L-C circuit. The circuit was

excited at i0.7 MHz. Burning rate data at pressures of i_ lOj 20_ and

60 atmospheres were obtained and compared with data obtained from the

use of fuse wires. Additional work is currently underway to determine

the accuracy and general applicability of the method.

Radiography as a technique for viewing the burning of propellant

grains in operating motors has been demonstrated by Seamons 9_I0 A

five-inch rocket motor with a tubular grain was used in the reported

work. A 300 kv x-ray machine was used to irradiate a section of the

motor. The shadow image of the propellant grain formed on a phosphor

screen was intensified and presented as an image on a 0.63-inch-

diameter phosphor screen for photography. A movie camera recorded the

images at eight frames per second. It was noted that more sophisticated
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equipment would allow a camera speedof up to I00 frames per second.

Burning rate of the propellant could be measuredwith the aid of a

film reader.

The use of probes of various types to sense the arrival of the

combustion zone has been reported by several investigators.

DickensonII and others employeda dual conductor probe in an erosive

burning study. This probe system indicated exposure to combustion

gases by a change in conductivity between the two conductors in the

probe. The associated detection system permitted up to 50 probes to

be used. Probes were installed in their appropriate positions prior

to casting the propellant in the combustion chamber. Average burning-

• rate measurementsover periods of approximately 0.5 second were obtained.

An embeddedwire technique for burning rate measurementwas
12

developed by Osborn and Bethel. Several 0.0045-inch-diameter wires

were embeddedin a small piece of propellant, which was later bonded

to the grain of a test rocket motor. The wires were so located that

they were sequentially exposed to the combustion zone. The wires

were connected internally in the surrounding propellant so that the

monitoring of total network resistance indicated the breaking of each

wire. Lead-antimony wires were usedj since experiments indicated

that such wires would not transmit a significant amount of heat into

the unburned propellant_ and therefore would not cause a cone-burning

condition around the wire.
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A variation of the embeddedprobe technique involves the use of

radioactive needles. A feasibility demonstration of such a device is
13

being conducted by several workers at TRWSystems. "Needles" con-

taining trace quantities of radiochemicals are designed to be placed

so as to dynamically measure the ablation and erosion of rocket

nozzle liner materials. The continuous method of measurementinvolves

the observation of a reduced count rate as the "needle" is eroded.

Analyses of several pertinent problems have been reported_ and the work

is continuing. In the referenced report the technique is proposed to

measure nozzle erosion_ but is obviously adaptable to the measurement

of propellant burning rates.

Microwave Burning Rate Measurement

Techniques

Johnson14 first showedthe feasibility of a microwave technique

for burning rate measurement. He noted the difficulties in cal-

culating the actual burning rate behavior of a grainj and reviewed

several currently employed techniques for measuring burning rates.

A microwave technique involving the reflection and combination of

incident and refected microwaves was suggestedj basically the same

method employed in the subject study. The use of a "magic tee" for

greater measurementsensitivity was discussed. An experiment designed

to prove the feasibility of the technique was conducted. Figure 3
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shows the experimental arrangement which was employed. Solid pro-

pellant was burned in an open waveguide at zero pressurej and rate data

were obtained. The test was not conducted under normal rocket pro-

pellant burning conditions 3 but feasibility was demonstrated. For

data reduction_ the wavelength of the radiation in the propellant

filled waveguide was determined by sliding a small probe along a slot

in the waveguide. Since a standing wave existed in the waveguide_

distances measured between successive minima were taken as one-half

wavelength. A wavelength of 0.268 inches (0.680 cm) was measured.

The frequency of the microwave radiation was unspecified_ as was the

propellant composition. Burning rates of approximately 0.05 to 0.02

in/sec were measured. A technique for measuring burning rate at two

points of a propellant grain was proposed. Cauley 15 has proved the

feasibility of a similar methodj employing s_nulated burning surfaces_

in work paralleling the subject investigation. Two points having

differing burning rates were simulated by reflecting 30 GHz microwaves

from rotating helices. Differences in the rate of approach of the

helices (i.e. their rates of rotation) were successfully sensed and

measured by the system. The microwave methods employed were

essentially those of the subject investigation.

Research using microwave techniques for burning rate measurement

was conducted by Cole. 16 A self-pressurizing closed-bomb system was

employed to observe deflagration characteristics of solid propellants

at pressures as high as 200_000 psi. Purposes of the research were to
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bridge the gap between the usual solid propellant deflagration and

detonation regimes_ and to provide knowledgeof propellant burning

rates in the 2j000 to 20j000 psi "intermediate" pressure range for

feasibility studies of rockets operating at such combustion pressures.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus employed is shownin Figure 4.

The microwave system operated at 24 GHz3 with a maximumpower of

250 milliwatts. Microwaves entering the wave guide were reflected

from the burning propellant surface_ as well as from other material

interfaces and discontinuities. An E-H plane tuner was used to

partially "match" the microwave load formed by the bomband its

associated waveguide to the microwave source. This helped overcome

experimental problems associated with a large reflected signal level

change due to less attenuation as the propellant burned. The principle

employed to detect the motion of the burning surface involved mixing

reflected waves from a stationary surface and the moving (propellant

burning) surface. A discussion and analysis of the process was pre-

sented. The method produced r-p (burning rate-pressure) data in

reasonably good agreementwith independent r-p measurements from 2"

diameter rocket motor firings and a small numberof 1/8" diameter

strand burning experiments. Five firings of the bombwere madewith

microwave burning rate instrumentationj producing burning rates from

0.2 to 20 inches per second at 200 to 303000 psia. Firings numbers

four and five yielded somewhathigher burning rates than the reference

data 3 while firing number two produced data at considerable variance
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with reference data. Firing number one produced data only to 2100 psia_

when the microwave signal became unusable. Data was also analyzed and

burning rates determined employing a pressure rate-of-rise technique.

Microwave wavelengths in the propellant were determined at atmospheric

pressure from known charge lengths and microwave data. Wavelengths

were found to be of the order of 0.250 inches at 24 GHz. For all

firings_ the propellant was a PBAA-75 per cent 15 _ ammonium perchlorate

formulation.

It was concluded from the above experiments that microwave inter-

ferometry held singularly good promise as an instrumentation technique

for high pressure burning rate determinations using closed bombs. How-

ever, further development was deemed necessary. The major source of

error appeared to be in the determination of effective microwave

wavelengths in the sample configuration used. This was compounded by

the dimensions of the strand burner_ which were small relative to the

wavelengths used. The burner thus appeared as a dielectric filled

cylindrical waveguide to the microwaves. The major limitation cited

was the microwave absorption characteristics of some propellant formu-

lations.

Jenks and Devault 17 of Allegany Ballistics Laboratory reported

use of a microwave burning rate measurement device in a classified

report. Austin 18 of the Naval Ordnance Station has also reported use

of the microwave burning rate technique in combustion research_ also

in the classified literature.
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Related Microwave Techniques

Brandon19 of Rohmand Haas studied the use of microwaves for

detecting fissures in solid propellant grains_ and for determining

the degree of polymerization during curing of solid propellants.

Included in the reported work were studies of microwave attenuation

in the X-band (8.1 to 12.4 GHz) and the K-band (22.0 to 26.0 GHz).

Solid propellant formulations containing both powderedaluminum and

aluminum staple (wire-like pieces of aluminum 1/8" to 5/16" long)

were tested. Two grades of powderedaluminum were used_ Reynolds

400 (6.4 _) and Alcoa 1230 (13.0 _)_ and percent-by-weight of aluminum

powder was varied from 0 to 50 per cent. The experimental arrangement

for attenuation measurements is shownin Figure 5. Attenuation tests

for powderedaluminum were madeat a fixed frequency of 10.3 GHz.

Multiple slabs of propellant were used to vary the total sample thick-

ness. Reflected signal levels were observed to decay in an oscillatory

manner as thickness of propellant was increased_ as the various thick-

nesses passed through multiples of the wavelength of electromagnetic

propagation in the samples. Correlation of data for various aluminum

concentrations produced the graph shownin Figure 6. As shown_

attenuation of 10.3 GHzmicrowaves increased by about 0.144 decibels

per centimeter of propellant thickness per Weight percent of aluminum.

The spread of attenuation data in Figure 6 was attributed to standing
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A

wave effects. Separate experiments established that the inclusion of

a propellant/propellant interface in the signal path (test specimen

constructed of two layers of propellant) also increased attenuation.

Another series of experiments conducted by Brandon and covered

in the same report involved measurement of microwave attenuation by

slabs of dummy propellant oriented at angles to the incident waves.

20
Theory of electromagnetic waves incident on dielectric boundaries

predicts an angle for total transmission and zero reflection of the

waves (the Brewster Angle) for polarizations such that the electric

field is parallel with the plane of incidence. For the case of the

electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence_ a continuous

increase in reflected power with increase of the angle of incidence is

predicted. The experiments described above showed a decrease in

attenuation (an increase in transmitted power) near the apparent

Brewster angle for parallel electric fields and the expected decrease

in transmitted power with incidence angle for perpendicular fields.

Experiments with dummy propellant charges (cast in the shape of a

solid propellant rocket grain with an internal star perforation) were

described in the above report. Of interest to the present investi-

gation was the attenuation observed at I0 GHz when microwaves were

passed through the grain in the axial direction. (The grains were

cast in bakelite tubes i0 inches long by 3-1/2 inches in diameter_

having the above mentioned star perforation). For grains having no

internal imperfections 3 less than 1/2 db attenuation was noted.
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Microwave measurementtechniques have found considerable appli-

cation in the study of shock and detonation wave velocities. For this

applicatio_microwave techniques are clearly indicated because of the

difficulty of employing any other method without disturbing the progress

of the shock wave. The highly ionized region i_ediately following a

strong shock provides an excellent microwave reflector_ and the shock

tube normally employed can be easily selected for dominant mode (TEll)

cylindrical waveguide propagation. Shockwave velocities are high_ and

when reflected and incident waves are mixed_ a "beat" or Doppler

frequency of several KHz is produced_which is easily handled electron-

ically. Further_ for shock tube applications_ there is little difficulty

• involved in calculating the guide wavelength since the filling material

is air or a light gasj having near free space electromagnetic properties.

The literature contains many references to the use of microwave

techniques for shock and detonation wave measurements. In 1957_ Hey_

Pinson and Smith 21 described an arrangement for measuring shock velocity

in argon. A signal at 5.0 GHz was injected at the extreme downstream

2
end of the tube. The tube had a cross sectional area of 5.4 cm

producing a guide wavelength of 8.08 cmj while allowing only single

mode microwave propagation. A shock was produced in argon by the use

of hydrogen at 30 atmospheres. A shock Mach number of approximately 10j

corresponding to a velocity of about 3.2 km/sec, was measured by

combining the incident signal from the oscillator with the reflected

signal from the shock in a crystal mixer. The Doppler effect produced



by the oncoming shock was thus measured. Shaping circuits converted

the crystal output to a series of sharp pulses_ the interval between

each represe_ ting travel of the shock wave through a distance of

4.04 cm (i/2 guide wavelength). For convenience of measurement_the

numberof pulses was reduced by a factor of four_ and resolution was

thus limited to averaging the velocity over 16.16 cm intervals.

Cawsey22 and others employed the above mentioned microwave method

for measurementof detonation velocities in solid explosives. The

work included a discussion of microwave theory applicable to the pre-

diction of the shape of the "interference fringes" (to use optical

terminology) produced by the mixing of the incident and reflected

waves. It was noted that more symmetric fringes produced better

resolution_ and in theory infinite resolution of the shock velocity

would be allowed as a limit for the case of perfect symmetry. Their

apparatus employed a hybrid or "magic" tee arrangement for mixing the

sent and reflected waves. The frequency (34.5 GHz)was chosen for

single modepropagation in the circular guide containing the solid

explosive_ and for good resolution. Extreme care was taken to

minimize reflections other than those from the detonation wave_ and

very symmetric fringes were produced_ allowing 1/4 wave (approxi-

mately 2mm)resolution. The dielectric properties of a number of

explosives_ including tetryl_ TNT3 PETNand RDXin a paraffin

binder were measuredat 34.5 GHz. All were found to be relatively

low loss dielectrics 3 the highest loss tangent being 0.0037
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for crystaline PETN. A detailed description of detonation wave

velocity measurementin tetryl was given. It was estimated that mean

velocity of the detonation wave was measuredcorrect to approximately

two per cent. Principal error possibilities that were recognized in-

cluded the degree of coincidence of the detonation front and the micro-

wave reflection plane_ the accuracy of parameter estimation (for example_

density of the sample under test) and the accuracy of the photographic

recording process employed.

Recently_ other investigators have refined the above techniques

for special studies. Johnson23 employed I0 to 33 GHz microwaves to

study transient growth to detonation in ammonium perchlorate and

Composition C-4. Velocity-distance curves were derived from the data.

The microwave wavelength was determined in the test charges by observing

the number of wavelengths traversed by a detonation front as it moved

through a charge of known length. Attention was given to the launching

of a pure mode in the test samples. A pure mode could not be launched

in a 1-inch diameter by 6-inch long charge at 24 GHz_ but was obtained

in sample s under four inches long with four square-inch cross sections.

A small diameter polystyrene rod waveguide was placed against the base

of the sample_ which was then treated as an infinite dielectric medium.

Dunn and Blum 24 employed electronic signal conditioning for better data

presentation. Using a 2.7 GHz signal_ measurement of shock velocity

in a 3-inch diameter_ 30-foot shock tube was facilitated by clipping

of the 20-40 KHz Doppler signal to produce a square wave output. A
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similar signal generated by a 1.42 GHzsignal in a 6-inch diameter,

ll2-foot shock tube was fed to a discriminatorj so that changes in

Doppler frequency due to shock wave speed variations appeared at the

discriminator output as a d.c. level change. A resonance technique was

employed by Aro and Walsh25 to determine the frequency for best trans-

mission in their shock tube. A brass slug was moved in the tube to

simulate a shock front, and TM01guide wavelengths were determined

experimentally in this way. Results were comparedwith measurements

by electronic counter_ triggered by wires along the tube.

Discussion

Burning rate measurementin solid propellant devices has been

identified as an item of major concern in the design and testing of

such devices. The review of literature has shownthat there has been

much interest in the subjectj and that a variety of techniques has been

investigated. Each of the techniques reviewed has a range of appli-

cability dependent upon the fundamental operating principles. The

material which follows is intended to discuss the strengths, weaknesses

and applicability of the various burning rate measurementmethods.

Techniques involving fuze wires or altered propellant geometry

for detection of flame front passageare limited to closed bombdevices

or special test motors. The requirements for placement of the flame

front detection devices dictate a special design for their use_ or may

eliminate an application altogether. Further_ devices such as fuze
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wires mayaffect the burning of the propellant near them_ especially

in small scale devices. Such devices must also be incremental in

nature; that is_ the burning rate must be sampled at intervals limited

by the practical requirements of placing the flame front indicators.

Probe and embeddedwire techniques have been the object of con-

siderable interest_ and reliably sense burning rate when properly

designed. Probes of the resistance wire 3 thermocouple and radioactive

type have been investigated. If embeddedin unburned propellantj a

probe must have heat transfer properties so as to prevent coning_

presenting difficult and special design problems for each application.

It is obviously undesirable to require special casting or loading

techniques to accommodatethe probes. Such techniques are usually

incremental 3 the interval of sensing of the burning rate being de-

pendent upon the spacing of the sensing elements. (The continuous

measurementradioactive probe technique is an interesting exception.)

The simple reliability of probe techniques is unsurpassed_ howeverj

and a thermocouple probe technique is employed in the subject investi-

gation to verify the measurementsmade.

A fundamental advantage is gained when employing any of the

techniques involving externally generated fields or waves for burning

rate measurement_whether electric or sonic. The unburned propellant

and the combustion zone are not subjected to the influence of foreign

mechanical devices. Further_ no special fabrication techniques are

required to locate probes_ wires_ etc. Unless excessively high power
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associated with x-rays of high intensityj and the present high cost of

the technique.

The capacitance technique as studied by Hermance is at present

limited to use as a laboratory technique_ essentially as a strand

burner. The system produces a continuous burning rate measurement_

but does not seem capable of local burning rate measurement.

Ultrasonic pulse-echo systems employ externally generated sound

wave pulses passing through the unburned propellant. No special prep-

aration of the propellant is requiredj and the technique would seem to

be readily adaptable to a variety of test conditions. Although the

pulse-echo technique is incremental in nature 3 pulse rates can easily

be increased to the point that distance measurements are made at

intervals corresponding to the roughness of the propellant burning

surface. Obviously_ no further resolution is possible. The system can

thus be called a continuous burning rate measurement device. It would

seem that the technique is adaptable to local burning rate measurements

by "focusing" of the ultrasonic beam_ but this has not yet been determined.

Experimental work has shown that the technique is extremely sensitive

to inclination of the burning surface. Burning rate measurement has

been possible only for normal incidence of the ultrasonic waves at the

burning surface. With presently available equipment_ 1.5 inches of

propellant is the maximum thickness that has been penetrated.

Doppler microwave burning rate measurement systems appear to have

considerable potential for continuous burning rate measurement. Investi-

gations covered in this review have proven the feasibility of the method.
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A

Microwave energy is readily generated over a wide range of frequencies

and power levels. Although not yet investigated_ the microwave

Doppler signal contains instantaneous burning rate informationj and

thus qualifies as a continuous technique. The electromagnetic

character of microwaves permits optical-type focusing_ and local

measurement of burning rates is thus possible_ probably to a greater

extent than with any other system. Miniaturized flight-weight micro-

wave systems are well known_ and the same technology would enable

the design of an on-board burning rate measurement system for flight

tested solid propellant rockets. The principal difficulty would

appear to be with the microwave energy losses in propellantsj which

have been found to be high. Based on the review of literature just

presented, further investigation of the microwave Doppler technique

is deemed necessary and desirable. The use Of near millimeter wave-

lengths for better resolution in measurement of burning rates under

actual rocket motor combustion conditions has yet to be investigated.

Study of collimating devices for focusing of the microwave energy is

also indicated_ both for measurement of local burning rates and for

higher gain or utilization of the available microwave energy. More

efficient data reduction techniques must be found to make use of the

continuous burning rate information contained in the microwave Doppler

signalj and to make the process easier and faster. It is felt that

investigation in these areas is required to advance the microwave

burning rate measurement technique. This need and the established
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potential of the method as one of the best burning rate measurement

techniques led to the subject investigation.
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VIII. THE INVESTIGATION

Obj ective

The objective of the subject investigation was to apply Doppler

microwave techniques to the continuous local measurement of solid

rocket propellant burning rates under actual rocket motor combustion

conditions.

Microwave Burning Rate Measurement

This technique of measurement of the regression rate of burning

solid propellants bears a close relation to Doppler radar techniques.

Fundamentally_ the process involves the observance of the rate of

phase change of microwaves reflected from the burning interface of a

solid propellant. The rate of phase Change is measured with respect

to a convenient phase datum_ normally a portion of the transmitted

microwave signal. Mixing of the transmitted and received waves gives

rise to a periodic time varying difference signal whose frequency is

commonly referred to as the Doppler frequency. One cycle of the

Doppler frequency signal is generated as the received microwave signal

completes 360 degrees of phase change with respect to the datum 3 the

transmitted microwave signal. The relation of rate of phase change

to generated difference frequency is given by the differential equation
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- R) d%
dt = d--{-= 2_ (8.1)

Continuous measurement of the frequency fD provides continuous know-

ledge of the value of the microwave phase angle time derivative. This

derivative is related to the time derivative of the position of the

burning surfacej the burning ratej in a manner to be discussed in a

following section. In terms of integrated formsj noting that

d%
2_ fD = _ (8.2)

then

. (8.3)

Equation (8.3) states that one degree of phase change of the difference

signal corresponds to one degree of phase change of the received

microwaves with respect to the transmitted microwaves. An alternative

picture of the microwave burning rate measurement technique is thus

presented. If the relation of phase change of the microwave signals

to the movement of the burning surface is knownj then the measurement

of phase change of the difference signal will provide this information.

The fundamental aspects of the technique may be visualized with

the aid of Figure 7. A microwave source of appropriate power and

frequency is employed to generate the microwave energy. This energy

is divided and propagates along guided paths A and B. That which

travels along path A proceeds to the rocket motor under test. Quantities

of the microwave energy traveling into the rocket motor are reflected
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from each stationary interface. A reflecting interface exists at

every discontinuity of dielectric constant within the test rocket motor.

A quantity of microwave energy is also reflected from the moving inter-

face formed by the transition from solid propellant to gaseous propellant;

that is_ the burning surface. Some microwave energy continues to the

end of the test motor and is reflected. Microwave power losses occur

all along the propagation paths and are especially large in the solid

propellant itself. A composite reflected microwave signal propagates

in the return direction along path A and is directed to the microwave

detector. The reflection generated at the moving propellant interface

is of varying phase 3 as has been mentioned. This varying phase micro-

wave energy is combined with that reflected from the stationary inter-

faces_ which is of constant phase. Microwave energy from the variable

reflection propagates along path B and is also directed into the micro-

wave detector. The process of directing the reflected microwave

energy A and B to the detector produces a vector subtraction of the two

signals_ causing a difference signal to be produced by the detector.

While the above discussion describes the basic features of the technique s

it is necessary to discuss each of the aspects in more detail.

Microwave Source

The possible choices of a microwave source for the present investi-

gation were quite broad. The frequency of the microwaves could quite

practically range down to the regions of the microwave spectrum where
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free-space wavelengths are several centimeters_ and up to the fre-

quencies representing the limits of present day technology. There is a

fundamental advantage to be gained by the use of higher frequencies.

The wavelength of a wave_ defined as the distance in which the phase

of the wave increases by 2_ at any instant_ is given by

(8.4)
where Vp is the phase velocity.

Calculation of the free space wavelength for frequencies of 300 MHz_

3 GHzand 30 GHz gives values of approximately 1 meter_ i0 centimeters

and 1 centimeter respectively. It has been mentioned that the differ-

ence signal produced by the microwave detector changes in phase an

•amount equal to the change of phase of the microwave energy reflected

from the burning surface with respect to the transmitted microwave

energy. The movement of the burning surface results in a phase change

of 2_ radians for translation through a distance of one-half wavelength.

If the wavelength of 30 GHz radiation in solid propellant were

1 centimeterj then 1/2 centimeter or burning would produce a 2_ phase

change. Errors in phase measurement would therefore produce errors

in burning rate measurement of small percentages of 1/2 centimeter_

rather than of 5 or 50 centimeters in the 3 GHz or 300 MHz case.

Another advantage of higher frequencies is that all components_ including

collimating devices 3 can be smaller_ improving the ability of the

system to sense local burning rates. Higher attenuation losses and

more difficulty in generating high frequency microwaves is a dis-

advantage. As frequencies increasej losses in solid propellants become
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greaterj as do transmission losses in waveguide. The conclusion from

the above observations is that the choice of microwave frequency is a

trade-off_ involving several factors. In the subject investigationj

30 GHzmicrowaves were employed.

Modulation of the microwave energy is an important consideration.

A microwave source which allows audio frequency square wave modulation

of the transmitted energy is desirable. The use of audio frequency

AC amplifiers for the detected signal is permitted_ with the associated

gain and stability advantages. Square wave modulation at i000 Hz was

used in the subject investigation.

Microwave Reflections

The microwave reflection problem of interest to the subject

investigation is that of a uniform plane wave normally incident on a

plane dielectric interface. The reflection of principal interest is

that from the burning surface - combustion zone interface. Of second-

ary interest are the reflections occurring from other interfaces in

the microwave path s since energy which would have reached the burning

surface reflection interface is diverted and effectively lost. The

following analysis explains the reflection phenomenon and allows an

estimate of the magnitude of the various reflections.

Consider the boundary between two regions of different dielectric

materials. Plane and reflected waves traveling in dielectric region 1

in the z direction may be represented by the complex quantities
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[exp (-JklZ)+ F exp (JklZ) ]_ (8.5)

. (1) Eo
Hy = _i __ exp (-JklZ)- F exp (JklZ)

where F_ the reflection coefficient is defined by equation (8.5).

The transmitted wave in region 2 may be expressed in terms of E
o

by introducing a transmission coefficient T. Thus_

(2) = E T exp (- j k2 z)Ex o

E

H (2) o
= _ T exp (- j k 2 z)

Y _2

(8.6)

The wave impedance_ _ in a region is defined by the ratio of the

electric and magnetic fields. This definition has been used to form

equations (8.5) and (8.6). It is a fundamental principle that wave

impedances normal to a material boundary must be continuous. Thus_

E (i) E (2)

_i = x = xH (i) H (2) = _2 (8.7)

Y Y

Substituting equatio_ (8.5) and (8.6) in (8.7) and solving for F at

Z _ O_

_2 " _I
r - (8.8)

_2 + _i

Noting that E must be continuous at the boundary z = 0_
x

Notation used for the description of electromagnetic fields is out-

lined in Appendix A.
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A

2_ 2

T = i + r- _2 + _i (8.9)

For the purposes of the subject investigation_ it is desirable to

compute the values of F and T for the various interfaces. For a perfect

dielectric _

=J--f-- (8.10)
C

For real dielectrics_ _ is complex and is given by

While the dielectrics of interest here are not perfect_ c" isj in

general_ much less than c' and a satisfactory estimate of reflection

parameters may be made under the perfect dielectric assumption. Thus_

under the conventional dielectric assumption that _i = P2 = _0 _

F = and T= I+F = (8.12)

The effect of reflections with respect to the complex electric

intensity is of particular interest, since the electric intensity is

the measured quantity in the burning rate measurement system. Referring

to equation (8.5)_ the reflection coefficient is seen as the ratio of

the amplitude of the reflected electric intensity vector to the in-

cident. Thusj for good transmission properties at an interfacej

ideally cI' = ¢2' _ or no interface of a-c capacitivity exists. For a
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strong reflection such as is desired at the burning surface_ maximum

inequality in cI' and c2' is desirable.

Information concerning the relative phase of the incident and

reflected waves may also be obtained employing equation (8.5). Note

that the wavelength of the radiation in region i is

2_ (8.13)
hi = k_

Substituting equation (8.13) into equation (8.5) for the electric

vector_

Ex(1) = Eo [exp (-j q2_ z) + F exp (j q2_ z)]] (8.14)

The distance z is taken with reference to the boundary between region i

h I

and 2. Equation (8.14) shows that between every point z = N _- j

where N is an integer_ a phase change of 2_ occurs between the incident

h I

and reflected waves. Similarly_ a movement of _- of the boundary

between regions I and 2 will cause a phase change of 2_ between the

incident and reflected waves. Such an interface movement is the effect

of burning surface movement as propellant is consumed. Thus_ the burning

of a distance of one wavelength in the propellant gives rise to a 2_

phase shift between incident and reflected wavesj as was stated at the

beginning of the discussion of microwave techniques. This relative

phase shift is preserved throughout the microwave burning rate measure-

ment system and appears at the detectorj which senses electric in-

tensity.
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It is obviously necessary to know the wavelength of the microwave

radiation in the propellant. Measurementof the phase shift or rate

of phase shift as the propellant burns is of no value unless the

relation to burning surface movementis known. There are manyaccept-

able methods for determining the wavelength of the radiation in the

propellant. One of the best techniques is to record the number of

complete cycles (2_ phase shifts) that the reflected signal completes

with reference to the incident signal during the burning of a known

length of propellant. Since it has been established that a 2_ phase

shift indicates that 1/2 wavelength of propellant has been burnedj

equation (8.15) may be employed to calculate the wavelength.

2L
= __m (8.15)

Xpropellant N

where L is the length of the propellant burned.
P

N is the number of 2_ phase shifts observed (not

necessarily an integer).

This method is particularly adaptable to experimental arrangements

such as in the subject investigation where the length of the pro-

pellant charge can be easily and accurately measured. There is a

clear advantage in that the wavelength is determined under the actual

experimental conditions. It is quite possible to calculate the

wavelength from other dataj however. The wavelength of radiation in a

dielectric medium may be expressed in terms of the a-c capacitivity_

Ct_ as
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2_ 2_ (8.16)

It has already been mentioned that the permeahility_ _ of a non-

magnetic dielectric material is assumed equal to that of free space

with good accuracy. Hence_ a knowledge of ¢' allows the calculation

of % for any frequency _. There are a variety of methods for the

measurement of properties of dielectric materials. These include

free-space methods_ measurements in waveguides and resonance techniques.

Summary discussions and reference to the various methods are given in

Chapter 6 of Reference 20. It should be noted that extreme care must

be exercised in computing wavelengths from one experiment for appli-

cation to another. If this is to be done_ a detailed analysis of the

modes of propagation of the microwaves in both experiments is absolutely

necessary. If possible_ wavelength determination under the actual

experimental conditions as described initially is desirable.

While relative phase relations between incident and reflected waves

are maintained throughout the microwave burning rate system_ wave-

lengths vary according to the propagational conditions. One wavelength

exists in the waveguide connecting the experimental apparatus_ another

in the plexiglass used in various positions and yet another in the

propellant. It is possible to observe the movement of a standing wave

in the waveguide connecting the microwave source and the test rocket

motor (path A in Figure I). A standing wave is formed in this wave-

guide by addition of incident and reflected waves according to
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equation (8.5) modified for waveguide propagation. As the burning

surface movesj the changing phase of the reflection will cause the

position of a particular phase point on the standing wave to move.

If this point were trackedj it _ould be found that for each propellant

wavelength burned_ the phase point would move two waveguide wavelengths_

according to principles already discussed. Since the waveguide wave-

length is considerably longer than the wavelength in the propellantj a

tracking device would travel at a faster rate than the propellant

surface. This rate could be related to the propellant burning rate

through knowledge of the relative wavelengths_ but it is not_ in raw

form_ the propellant burning rate.

Waveform of the Detected Sisnal

As shown in Figure 7_ the microwave signals reach the detector

by way of paths A and B. The initial power splitting and the directing

of the return signals is accomplished by means of a hybrid junction

in the microwave burning rate measurement system. The properties of

this junction are such as to cause the vector difference of waves

traveling from directions A and B to appear in the detector arm. The

following analysis results in an equation for the detected output

signal. This equation is necessary for following analyses and for

data reduction.

Assume that the complex electric intensity of the incident wave

in a waveguide is represented by equation (8.17)
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E. n_ z)i = IEil sin _-- y exp (j y (8.17)

The form of equation (I) is adjusted for TE modes in rectangular wave-

guide. Detailed discussion of the origin of the various terms may be

found in Reference 26. For the purposes of the present analysis, the

nx

term sin_-y is not required since the detector is at the center of

the waveguide and the field variation in the y direction is of no

concern. The propagation constant y is related to the free space wave

number k, but this relation is not needed in this analysis. For TE

is present Thepropagation in rectangular waveguides only an Ex

analysis can therefore proceed with notation of the form as in

equation (8.18).

Ex. = IEx. I exp (j y z) (8.18)
l 1

For the present purposes, the "incident" direction is understood to

be away from the waveguide hybrid tee of Figure 7, in either the A or

B direction. Reflected waves are assumed to be traveling toward the

detector of Figure 7, from either the A or B direction. A reflected

wave occurring because of some discontinuity in the wavepath may be

represented as

E

xr I =IExrtIexpE-J + (819)

where _I is a constant phase shift indicating arbitrary location of the

reflecting surface (i). In general_
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A second reflected wave due to a second discontinuity is

Exr2 IExr21 exp L-j (yz + _2) (8.21)

The composite reflected wave from n reflections may then be represented

as

E = E + E + . . . + E (8.22)

xr xr I xr 2 xre n

It is easily shown that like-traveling waves may be summed as in

equation (8.22) to a single expression of the form

Exr = IExrl exp F- j (yz + _)] . (8.23)

Composite reflected waves as represented by equation (8.23) reach the

crystal detector from paths A and B_ through the hybrid tee. It is a

property of the hybrid that the vector difference of waves traveling

from the A and B direction is formed in the detector arm. Thus_ the

signal as seen by the detector is

ED = Exr A - Exr B . (8.24)

Again referring to Figure 7j the composite signal E contains
xr A

signals originating from many reflections as well as the reflection

from the burning surface E '
xr

It is convenient to lump all constant

reflections_ whether from the A or B direction_ into a composite static
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reflection term E The moving reflection due to the burning surface
mr

¢

is thus separated. Equations (8.25) outline the steps.

ED=E -E
xr A xr B

' - (Exr B + E ') (8.25)ED = Exr A xr

ED = Exr C - Exr'

In expanded form_ the above result may be expressed as in equation

(8.26).

= E 'ED lErclexp (-j yz) - ] xr I exp'- j(yz + q0)_ (8.26)

where %o is the variable phase angle of the reflection from the burning

surface_
2_ z

The crystal detector is an amplitude sensitive device having square

law response. It is not sensitive to the phase of the detected wave_

but only to amplitude changes which occur because of changing phase

relations among the reflected waves. The crystal response may be

represented by equation (8.27).

I lgcrystal = c ED

Calculation of the absolute value of equation (8.26) and substitution

in equation (8.27) results in the following expression.
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Vc ystalc IExrcl2+IExrl2
(8.28)

It may be seen from equation (8.28) that the voltage output from the

crystal detector is a sinusoid if the quantities IExrcl andlExr' I

remain constant. The quantity IExrcl remains essentially constant during

burning rate measurement, but IExr'I _ the reflection from the burning

surface, increases in magnitude as the propellant burns. From

equation (8.28), the contribution of IExr 'Ito Vcrystal is included

I 'I2 and in the amplitude of the cos _ term. Ifin the term Exr

E '
I xr I increases at a sufficiently slow rate with respect to the

effective circular frequency of cos _, the quantity IExr'j 2 may be

E 2
filtered from the signal along with I XrCl by employing a high pass

filter. Such a filter was used in the subject investigation. The

m !variation of J xr J still appears in the signal, however 3 as the

variable amplitude of the cos _ term_ which is transmitted through the

high pass filter with little effect. The received signal is therefore,

according to equation (8.28)_ a sinusoid of varying amplitude according

E !

The signal waveform deduced above is the output of a single crystal

detector mounted in the difference arm of a single hybrid tee.

Equation (8.28) has been used to show that the signal is basically a

sinusoid_ distorted and changed in amplitude by the changing level

JE 'xr J" While the distortion is reduced by filtering the output signal_
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the varying amplitude of the sinusoidal componentmakesautomatic_

continuous data reduction a difficult problem. It is possible to

obtain a signal which is more easily handled_ however. The use of

two hybrid tees in a microwavebridge arrangement as described in

Reference 27 permits the display of tan _ directly on an oscilloscope.

This method appears to have considerable merit_ but requires more

equipment than was available for the subject investigation.

Microwave Attenuation

It is inevitable that microwave power losses will occur in the

measurement system. While power is not the measured quantity_ the

direct result of p_er loss is reduction of signal voltage level at

the detectorj and difficulty in performing the required measurements.

An analysis of the loss mechanisms and an estimate of their magnitudes

is desirable.

The propagation of microwave energy in a waveguide is not loss

free. The magnitudeof loss !_¢,_rr_ _p_nd_ .pnn _h_ fr_q._nay _n_

propagational mode of the microwaves in the particular guide employed.

Attenuation in ordinary waveguide propagating the TE mode_ as employed

in the present investigation_ is well documented. For standard

RG - 96/U waveguide and a microwave frequency of 30 GHz 3 attentuation

of approximately 1.3 db/meter is observed283 representing a loss of

16 per cent in measurable signal voltage per meter of waveguide run.

Thus_ it is seen that these losses cannot be neglectedj especially when
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microwave power is limited and for the case of long waveguide runs as

are necessary for safety when measuring rocket motor burning rates.

The signal path in the subject investigation was approximately four

meters long.

Solid propellants are_ electromagnetically speaking_ lossy

dielectric materials. Microwave energy is absorbed in such materials

by molecular scale processes whose description is outside the scope of

the phenomenological approach taken here. What is desired is a

method which will allow the calculation of the complex permittivity

of the propellant from the test data. Solid propellants are assumed

to be non-magnetic dielectrics_ with real magnetic permeability

equal to that of free space.

The vector wave equation for propagation of plane waves in lossy

media is

E =E
X O

exp (-jkz) = E ° exp (-k"z) exp (-jk'z) (8.29)

It may he noted that the equation is identical in form to the usual

equation for loss-free media. However_ the wave number k is assumed

complexj and is written as

k = k' - j_'

where k' is the "intrinsic phase constant",

k" is the "intrinsic attenuation constant" .

The definitions of phase velocity and wavelength for uniform plane

(8.30)
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linearly polarized waves are altered fran the usual representation

replacing k with k'_

V
uo 2_

V = and _ = -J_
p p (8.31)

The components of the complex permittivity _ = c' - jc" are ex-

pressible in terms of the complex wave number. Thus_ for "good"

dielectrics (c' >> ¢")_

=k '2 2k,,-- and e" =-
2 _

(8.32)

where

_' is the a - c capacitivity of the material.

e" is the dielectric loss factor.

is the a- c inductivity_ assumed equal to that for

free space with little error.

Combining equations (8.31) and (8.32) for N and ¢' and solving for e'3
P

Equations (8.29) through (8.33) permit the calculation of the complex

permittivity of solid propellants.

The wavelength N of the radiation in the solid propellant may
P

be determinedj since the propellant charge is a known length and it is

known that two cycles of the received signal occur for every wave-

length displacement of the burning surface. Thus_
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2L
= _ (8.34)

p N

where L is the length of the propellant charge.P

N is the number of complete cycles of the recorded signal.

Employing equation (8.33)_ ¢' may be determined for the particular

frequency used_ under the assumption B = Bo"

The attenuation of the measuredsignal results in a relatively

low level signal at the start of burning_ and a steady increase in

signal level as burning progresses. This effect is due solely to the

decrease in signal path length resulting from combustion of the

propellant_ since all other signal loss mechanismsremain constant.

The relative increase in signal level that is observed may be used

to determine _' of the propellant. Equation (8.32) may then be

employed_ with the value of c' as determined above_ to calculate c".

Referring to Figure 8j the experimental arrangement was such that

the received signal levels could be correlated with a measured burning

surface movement. Indication of burning surface passage was provided

by thermocouples in the test rocket motor wallj spaced one inch apart.

In Figure 8j two such thermocouples are shown_designated T/C-I and

T/C-2. The increase in signal level eI to e2 corresponds to a

decrease of two inches in the distance that the microwave signal must

travel.

It is necessary to correlate the change of signal amplitude as

produced by the detector with the changeof rms amplitude of the
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A

reflected signal from the burning surface.

the equation for the detected signal is

Vcrystal = c _Exrcl2+ IExr'l 2-2 IExrcl IExr'l cos _

assuming square-law response of the detecting crystal. A capacitor

is incorporated in the signal path to the recorder to eliminate the

nonlperiodic components IExrc 12 and IExr'l 2 from the record. Thus,

the recorded signal is actually

From the waveform analysis,

(8.35)

Vrecorded = _2 I I ,1

where G is the lumped gain of all amplifiers in the signal path (note

'that this is constant only for the case of no variable gain elements

in the signal path). It is seen that the amplitude of the recorded

signal3shown as e in Figure 8_ varies directly with IExr'l and thus

is a measure of IExr'l ' the rms amplitude of the wave reflected from

the burning surface. By measuring eI and e2, and noting that the

signal path has changed a total of two inches 3 a direct measure of the

attenuating properties of the propellant is obtained.

Referring to equation (8..29) the amplitude of the wave Ex is

exp ( k" z)IExl = Eo

Assuming that IExlrepresents the wave reflected from the burning surface

IExr'l , then, for a traveling wave,
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E ' = E exp (-k"
eI CZ] xr I i o Zl)

e2 C_IExr 2 o z2)'I = E exp (-k"

Dividing equations (8.37) and (8.38)

(8.37)

(8.38)

e I Eo exp (-k" Zl)

e2 Eo exp (-k" z2)
(8.39)

Equation (8.39) may be solved for k". Thus

log e el/e 2
k" = - (8.40)

(zI - z2)

where it is noted that (z I - z2) is the change in path distance for

the microwave signal_ equal to two inches in Figure 8. Returning to

equation (8.32)_ e" may now be calculated.

If the value of the complex permittivity is available for a

particular propellant_ a reverse procedure may be employed to compute

the loss of signal in the propellant. This informationj and knowledge

o_ the sensitivity of the crystal detector used permits an estimate of

the microwave power required for a given thickness of propellant.

Summar_

The analyses presented in this section summarize the underlying

principles of the microwave burning rate measurement technique. In

addition 3 results of the analyses provide the basis for the data

reduction techniques employed. The conclusion of the waveform analysis
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section is that the detected signal approximates a sinusoid of varying

amplitude. Thus_ reduction of the data contained in the detected signal

can be madewith reference to a sinusoid. Information necessary to

calculate the complex permittivity of the propellant is also contained

in the detected signal. Two firings of the test rocket motor were made

especially for the purpose of computing the complex permittivity.

Results will be found in the appropriate section.

Reference to the preceding analyses will show that those regarding

microwave reflections and attenuation are madeassuming plane wave

propagation in unboundedmediaj while signal waveforms are analyzed

with reference to TE waveguide propagation. Obviously 3 microwave

'signal additions and mixing take place in the waveguide system and the

waveform analysis is appropriate. The reflection and attenuation of

the microwaves which are of interest to this investigation occur in

the solid propellant. A lens-corrected horn was employed in the experi-

mental apparatus to collimate the microwaves. The end burning rocket

motor that was used is of sufficient diameter with respect to the horn-

waveguide system that microwave propagation conditions were assumedto

be those in unboundedmedia.

Experimental Apparatus

The apparatus employed in the subject investigation may be

conveniently grouped as (I) instrumentation_ (2) simulator_ and
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(3) test rocket motor and equipment. The following section describes

the experimental arrangement in detail.

Instrumentation.

The microwave and associated equipment that was employed may be

described as a 30 GHz recording microwave interferometer. Figure 9

shows a block diagram of the system_ and Figure I0 shows a photograph

of the actual experimental setup. Microwave power at 15 GHz was

generated by a Hewlett-Packard SHF signal generator Model 626A. The

microwave power was square wave amplitude modulated by the generator

at a frequency of 1000 Hz. Output power level was approximately

+7 dbm*. The 15 GHz microwave energy was directed to a frequency

doubler, Hewlett Packard model 938A. The output of the doubler was

a 30 GHz, I000 Hz amplitude modulated microwave signal_ at a power

level of approximately -6 dbm. This signal was the source signal for

the microwave measurements.

An absorption type frequency meter was inserted in the microwave

system at the output of the frequency doubler. Absorption frequency

meters absorb a large amount of microwave power when tuned to

resonance, and transmit nearly all of the supplied power when tuned far

from resonance. Measurement of the output frequency of the doubler

was thus possible on a sampling basis but not continuously or during

a data run.

1 dbm = 1 milliwatt.
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A waveguide hybrid tee was used to divide the microwave power

between the measuring and the reference leg. That portion of the

microwave power which traveled to the reference leg passed through a

0-20 db attenuator and was reflected from a movable short. The

attenuator provided control of the level of the reference signal and

the movable short provided control of the phase. A reference signal

of controllable amplitude and phase could thus be provided at the

crystal detector. The portion of the microwave power that was fed to

the measuring leg of the system traveled through approximately eight

feet of rigid waveguide and a short section of flexible waveguide to

reach the antenna_ a microwave lens-corrected horn designed to produce

a collimated beam.

Figure II shows the design of the microwave lens-corrected horn

and the window-seal piston assembled in the test rocket motor. The

microwave horn and lens were specially designed for this application

as described in Appendix B. The horn was a lead-antimony casting_

and the lens was machined from methyl methacrylate stock. The

window-seal piston was designed for sealing pressures up to I000 psi,

while allowing passage of the microwaves. It was machined from

methyl-methacrylate stock.

The crystal detector employed was a Hewlett-Packard Model K422A_

having a nominal sensitivity of 0.i mv/microwatt. The output of the

crystal detector was amplified by a Hewlett Packard Model 415E SWR

meter. This meter served as an indicator of the output level of the
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crystal and was used for initial set up of the measuring system. The

SWR meter was also provided with a recorder output connectionj which

allowed the measured signal to be fed to the remaining system components.

The SWR meter was actually a narrow band high gain amplifier_ tunable

to modulating frequencies near I000 Hz. The requirement of the

meter/amplifier for i000 Hz modulation was met by the modulation

capability of the signal generator_ already described. A detector

was incorporated in the meter so that the recorder output was a

d-e voltage level proportional to the amplitude of the i000 Hz

modulated input signal.

A high pass filter was incorporated in the circuitry leading to

the variable gain device. The need for this filter was discussed in

the waveform analysis section. As shown in Figure 12_ the filter

was a 6_f capacitor feeding a load of I0 K ohm. The response of

this filter to sinusoidal input voltages was tested and found to be

essentially flat to 5Hz_ down 2 db at 3Hz_ and down 9db at 1 Hz.

The constant level or slowly varying portions of the signal were

blocked by the filter. The sinusoid carrying the burning rate

information was at a frequency of approximately 3.5 Hz_ and so was

passed relatively unattenuated.

The variable gain device shown in Figure 12 was found to be

necessary to accommodate the widely varying signal amplitudes which

were obtained during a test run. Because of the burning of the

propellant and the resultant shortening of the microwave signal path_
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the amplitude of the detected signal was observed to vary from an

initial low to approximately 20 times the initial value at burnout

of the propellant. Since the recording equipment would not accommodate

such a wide dynamic range_ the variable gain device was constructed.

It was basically a null-seeking servo positioning drive_ attached to

a gain reducing 10-turn potentiometer. The servo was driven from a

delay-sweep oscilloscope timebase. It was thus possible to control

the variable gain device automatically during a test firing. The

oscilloscope time base was adjusted to a predetermined delay and

sweep rate and triggered by the firing pulse to the test motor.

Typically_ the arrangement provided a 3.5 second delay so that gain

was not reduced while the signal was small. An approximate four

second period of gain turn-down then resulted in a gain reduction of

9 to 9.5 times. The total amplitude change of the recorded signal

during a test run was thus greatly reduced.

The signal output of the variable gain device was channeled to

a preamplifier_ actually a part of the magnetic tape data recording

system. Data from the test runs were recorded for later playback and

data reduction. The magnetic tape recorder was a Sanborn Model 2000_

operated in the FM mode at a tape speed of 60 inches per second.

The tape recorder was simultaneously used to record other data

during the test runs. Figure 13 shows the general data acquisition

system arrangement. The pressure within the test rocket motor was

measured by a four-active arm strain gage pressure transducer. The
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pressure signal conditioning system provided excitation_ balancing

and electrical calibration for the system. Electrical calibration

was accomplished by placing a precision resistor across one arm of

the transducer bridge. The equivalent pressure signal which was

produced was comparedwith knownpressures provided by a dead weight

tester. It was thus possible to provide an electrical pressure

calibration immediately prior to each test run.

Thermocouples were provided in the test motor to record the

passage of the flame front as the propellant burned. The stainless

steel sheathed thermocouples extended into the propellant through

pressure glands in the test motor wall. Arrival of the flame front

at each thermocouple position produced a sudden_ sharp change in the

thermocouple emf. This was recorded as shown in Figure 13. Since

the exact position of the thermocouples was known_ measurement of the

elapsed time between two thermocouple signals provided a check on the

average burning rate between the two thermocouples.

The firing circuit_ in addition to providing firing current to

the igniter_ was arranged to provide an event marking pulse to the

tape recorder. This event pulse also triggered the delay sweep on

the oscilloscope. The microwave data were recorded on the tape

recorder_ through the instrumentation already described.

Simulator

Two types of simulated tests were conducted in the course of

the experimental investigation. The first employed an oil-filled
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cylinder in which a movable reflecting piston was driven. Figure 14

shows the arrangement. The microwave burning rate measurementsystem

was tried in various configurations_ leading finally to the system

previously described. The basic simulator was designed with the best

information then available to simulate the movementof the propellant

burning surface inside the test rocket motor. The case of the

simulator was two-inch O.D. methyl methacrylate with a wall thickness

of 0.125 inches. One end was provided with an 0-ring seal to allow

movementof a shaft. This shaft was connected to a piston-like

reflector which traveled inside the tube. The entire tube was

covered with aluminum foil. The tube was closed at the other end

with I/8-inch methyl meth0crylate sheet_ which provided a microwave

window into the simulator. A self-reversing variable speed lead

screw drive was designed and constructed to drive the reflector

in the simulator. It was thus possible to conduct experiments with

the microwave instrumentation while the simulator piston moved

forward and backward at a fixed speed. The simulator provided much

valuable information for the design of the microwave system that

was used in the actual rocket motor tests. Certain other simulated

tests were conducted in the course of the investigation. As these

were primarily procedural in nature_ they are described in the later

section_ Test Procedure_ Simulated Tests.
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Test Rocket Motor

A special test rocket motor was designed and constructed to con-

duct burning rate measurements under actual rocket motor combustion

conditions. Figure ii shows an assembly drawing of the test rocket

motor, and Figure 15 a photograph of the actual unit. Several design

concepts were incorporated into the test rocket motor. The submerged

nozzle was designed to eliminate the plugging effect on small nozzles

caused by aluminized propellants. The nozzle was fabricated from

Union Carbide Corporation ATJ graphite and set in silicone rubber to

allow easy changing for each firing while providing a good seal.

Two pressure taps were provided for pressure transducer connections_

although only one was normally used. Conax catalog number MPGL

thermocouple glands with lava seals were provided at one inch intervals.

Conax 304 stainless steel sheathed iron constantan thermocouples

(catalog number SS6J-G) having an outside diameter of 0.062 inches

were used in the number required by the particular test. The sheathed

thermocouples were inserted through drilled holes in the insulating

liner and into the propellant to indicate flame front passage. The

test motor was designed to accept up to seven thermocouples_ for use

with propellant charges up to eight inches long. The sliding seal

piston design allowed the selection of any propellant charge length_

with an appropriate spacer. Opening of the test motor was from the

fore end_ with a standard slip-on and blind pipe flange providing
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both access and overpressure protection. Eight fasteners through the

flanges were designed so as to break at approximately 3500 psi_ with

expected operating pressures up to 1200 psi. The microwave waveguide

entered the test motor through a slot in the blind flange.

The igniter system used on the test rocket motor was finalized

after several tests. The arrangement used a model aircraft engine

glo plug as the initiator_ with a firing voltage of approximately

24 volts. Booster material was one gram of magnesium-teflon granules_

contained within the igniter chamber. The propellant surface was

coated with a nonconductive pyrotechnic film igniter supplied by

Redel Corporation, Anaheim, California, their type NR. Hot particles

from the magnesium teflon sprayed the propellant surface through the

igniter nozzle, igniting the film igniter. The film igniter served

both as a sustainer and to spread the ignition flame over the entire

propellant surface, providing even ignition. The system proved to

be quite reliable_ producing smooth_ reproducible ignition of the

test rocket motor.

The entire test motor was mounted in a tank_ the outline of

which is shown in Figure Ii. This tank served as a shield and pro-

vided for water cooling of the test motor. While calculations in-

dicated that the insulating liner around the propellant charge was

adequate for protection of the motor during operation_ water cooling

was provided to reduce heat soak after firings. The main concern was
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for the methyl methacrylate seal piston_ which would begin to soften

at temperatures near 200 OF. Water cooling was used for all firings,

and heating problems caused no difficulty. For firings_ the test

motor and tank were placed within a shield as shownin Figure 16.

The solid propellant charges were cast in a 3/16" thick_

2.880 inch outside diameter cylindrical asbestos phenolic liner which

served both as an insulator and as a burning restrictor. The pro-

pellant was bonded to the asbestos phenolic tube with approximately

1/16-inch of a liner material_ designated URI01-L. The propellant

formulation was designated TPH-8009_and was manufactured by NASA

Langley Research Center. Table 1 showsthe approximate formulation

of this propellant (the exact formulation is classified)_ as well as

that for two other propellants used in the experimental work. Pro-

pellants AeReCo1 and 2 were manufactured by AerospaceResearch

Corporation_ Roanoke_Virginia. These propellants were used for

preliminary evaluation of the penetrability of propellants by the

microwaves and for burning tests at atmospheric pressure. It was

originally planned to conduct tests using propellants AeReCo1 and 2

in the test rocket motor. However_difficulties with the propellants

were encountered and this was not done. The problems are discussed

in Section IX_ Discussion of Results.

Figure 17 shows the arrangement of the propellant charge and

associated insulators as assembled into the rocket motor. The
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TABLE i

TEST PROPELLANT FOR_FULATIONS

• Propellant Ingredients_ Per Cent by Weight

TPH-8009 AeReCo i AeReCo 2

Ammonium 70 70 60

Perchlorate

Binder* 14 30 24

Aluminum 16 -- 16

m

Formulations given are approximate.

Binder material for propellant TPH-8009 was PBAA (polybutadiene

acrylic acid)_ for both AeReCo propellants a polyurethane.
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propellant charge was cut to the desired length for each test. For

the subject investigation_ firings 1 through 20 utilized two-inch

nominal length charges_ while for firing number 21 a three-inch

charge was used.

Following is a detailed list of the equipment used in the subject

investigation.

List of Equipment.

i. Microwave signal generator. - Hewlett-Packard Co._ Palo Alto_

California_ Model 626A_ serial 609-00987_ range I0 to 15.5 GHz_

maximum power output I0 milliwatts. The microwave signal

generator was used to generate and modulate the microwave energy.

2. Microwave frequency doubler. - He_lett-Packard Co._ Palo Altoj

California_ Model 940A_ range 26.5 to 40 GHz_ and power output

approximately 0.3 milliwatts. The frequency doubler was used

to convert the 15 GHz output signal of the signal generator to

the 30 GHz signal used in the tsst work.

3. Microwave frequency meter. - Hewlett-Packard Co._ Palo Alto_

California_ Model R532A_ serial 552_ range 26.5 to 40.0 GHz.

The frequency meter was used to measure the frequency of the

microwave signals.

4. Hybrid tee. - Demornay-Bonardi Co._ Pasadena_ California_

Model DBD-650_ waveguide type RG-96/U. The hybrid tee was used

to-split the microwave power between the measuring and reference

legs_ and to mount the crystal detector.

5. Variable attenuator. - Demornay-Bonardi Co._ Pasadena_ California_

Model DBD-430_ waveguide type RG-96/U_ range 0-20db. The
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variable attenuator was used to adjust the level of the reference

signal

6. Adjustable waveguide short. - Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,

California, Model R920A, waveguide type RG-96/U. The adjustable

short was used to provide a variable phase reference reflection.

7. Crystal detector. - Hewlett Packard Co., Palo Alto, California,

Model R422A, waveguide type RG-96/U, sensitivity 0.I mv/_ w.

The crYstal detector was used as the microwave detector in
measurementsystem.

8. Microwave waveguide. - Various manufacturers, Type RG-96/U,

frequency range 26.5 - 40.0 GHz, outside dimensions 0.360 x

0.220 inches. The microwave waveguide was used for the various

microwave connections in the system, including the approximately

eight foot run from the microwave generator to the test rocket
motor.

9. Microwave lens - corrected horn. - Virginia Polytechnic Institute,

Blacksburg, Va., Model i, nominal 14db gain horn with collimating

lens, outside diameter 1.250 inches. The lens-corrected horn
was used to collimate and launch the microwaves into the test

rocket motor.

i0. Test Rocket Motor. - Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,

Va., Model I_ designed to accept one to eight-inch solid pro-

pellant charges cast in 2.880 inch O.D. asbestos phenolic tubes,

design pressure range to 1200 psig., water cooled. The test rocket

motor was used to contain the propellant charges during burning

rate tests.

ii. Thermocouple - seal glands. - ConaxCorporation, Buffalo, New

York, Model SS6J-GPJFC-MICL-8",iron - constantan stainless

steel sheathed thermocouple, 0.062 inch outside diameter. The
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thermocouples were used in the test motor to sense the passage

of the flame front.

12. Pressure transducer. - AdvancedTechnology Laboratories_ Model

iIi-i-3000-35-I0-61_ serial 6310_ range 0-3000 psig._ nominal

bridge resistance 350 ohms3 four active arm type. The pressure

transducer was used to measure the combustion pressure of the

test rocket motor.

13. Pressure Signal Conditioner. - AerospaceResearch Corporation_

Roanokej Virginia_ Model i_ excitation voltage i0.0 volts_ range

dependent upon transducer used. The pressure signal conditioner

was used to excite and balance the pressure transducer bridge

and to electrically calibrate the pressure transducer.

14. Deadweight tester. - Manningj Maxwell and Moore_ Inc._ Stratford_

Conn._ Type Ashcroft 1305B-50, range 0 to 5000 psig. The dead

weight tester was used for absolute calibration of the pressure
transducer and the electrical calibration resistor.

15. SWRmeter. - Hewlett Packard Co._ Palo Alto s California_ Model

415Es serial 545-01289_ frequency i000 Hz. The SWRmeter was

used to amplify the signals from the microwave detector and to

adjust the reference level in the microwave system.

16. Variable gain device. - Virginia Polytechnic Institute_ Blacks-

burg_ Va._ Model I s gain turndown range to 1/20. The variable

gain device was used to limit the amplitude increase of the

burning rate signal as the propellant burned.

17. Magnetic tape recorder - SanbornDivision_ Hewlett-Packard Co._

Walthamj Massachusetts_ Model 2000_serial 257_ speed 60 ips_
54kc FM electronics_ with preamplifiers for up to I mv/v sensi-

tivityj seven channels. The magnetic tape recorder was used to

record all data generated during the test rocket motor firings.
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18. Data recorder - Sanborn Company_ Waltham_ Massachusetts_ series

150_ serial 2945_ model 154-I00B_ four channels_ paper speeds to

100mm/sec. with AC-DC preamplifiers for up to I mv/mm sensitivity.

The data recorder was used to read out data from the magnetic

tape recorder.

19. Oscilloscope. - Textronix Co._ Portland_ Oregonj Type 564_

serial 003698_ with four trace vertical amplifier_ type 3A74_

delay sweep timebase type 3BI. The oscilloscope was used to

monitor signals throughout the data acquisition system and to

drive the variable gain device.

20. Microwave power meter. - Hewlett-Packard Co._ Palo Alto_

California_ Model 431C_ serial 651-02377_ range 0.01 to I0

milliwatts full scale_ with Thermistor Mount Model R486A. The

microwave power meter was used to measure microwave power at

the point of entrance to the test rocket motor.

Test Procedure

The tests conducted during the subject investigation may be

conveniently classified as those performed under simulated conditions_

with combustion at atmospheric pressure_ and with combustion at con-

ventional rocket motor pressures in the test rocket motor. All

simulated tests which did not involve propellant combustion were con-

ducted in the laboratories of the Mechanical Engineering Department_

Virginia Polytechnic Institute_ B!acksburg_ Virginia. Atmospheric

pressure tests and those with the test rocket motor were conducted

at Aerospace Research Corporation_ Roanoke_ Virginia_ where hazardous

test facilities were available.
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Simulated Tests. - A variety of equipment development tests were

performed with the simulator previously described. A majority of

these tests were concerned with the choice and development of the

microwave collimating device. Several different types of collimators

could conceivably have been used. The test procedure involved setting

the simulator at a constant speed_ placing the collimating device

under test at the end of the simulator_ and observing the waveform

of the signal produced by the rate sensing system. Microwave

collimating devices which were tested included open waveguide placed

against the simulator_ cylindrical and rectangular polyrod antennas_

open waveguide illuminated lensesj microwave horns and lens-corrected

horns. Performance improved in the order named. The performance of

the collimating system was judged with regard to the sinusoidal

character and the relative amplitude of the waveform produced. It was

noted early in the test work with the simulator that the waveform

produced by open waveguide against the simulator was distorted and

erratic. While this might be expected in view of the theoretical

pattern for radiation from open waveguide_ it was shown experimentally.

Apparently the effect resulted from reflections within the simulator_

as well as multimode propagation. Cylindrical and rectangular polyrod

antennas were tested in various diameters and lengths. Construction

materials included polyethelene_ polystyrene and polymethyl methracrylate.

Both straight and tapered rod antennas were sized in accordance with
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the copious reference material available in the literature. While

waveforms of the detected signal were improved_ the quality of the

signal using polyrod antennas never approached that produced by

simple plano convex lenses illuminated by open waveguide at the

focal point. This experience plus the fact that_ at least in theory_

it was possible to design a horn-lens combination to produce collimated

radiation (i.e.j plane phase fronts) led to the use of the lens-

corrected horn. After the design and construction of the horn-lens_

tests with the simulator produced the best waveform obtained. It

should be noted_ however_ that waveforms obtained with the simulator

were never of the sinusoidal quality which were obtained from actual

combustion tests.

Additional tests were also conducted under simulated conditions.

Blocks of live solid propellant_ both TPH-8009and AeReCo1 and 2_

were placed against the microwave collimator to determine penetra-

bility of the propellants. The test method was to movea metal plate

as a microwave reflector on one side of a propellant block_ while

beaming microwave energy from the other side. Indication of the

movementof the metal reflector by the microwave system was taken as

proof that the propellant block under test was being penetrated_ and

that the burning of the far propellant surface could possibly be sensed.

The pattern of the radiation produced by the horn-lens collimator

was studied. The most satisfactory method involved the use of several
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metal reflectors with circular holes cut on center. A cylindrical

block of AeReCo 2 propellant 3-3/4 inches in diameter by 3 inches

long was placed in front of the horn-lens collimator. A solid metal

reflector was placed against the other end of the propellant and

moved away from the propellant to a distance of 5mm. Since the wave-

length of 30 GHz radiation in free space is lOmm_ the 5mm movement

produced a full cycle of the signal from the microwave measurement

system. The maximum voltage value during this cycle was recorded.

Subsequently_ metal reflectors having circular holes of i/2-inch to

2-1/2-inch diameter in 1/4" steps were placed in front of the pro-

pellant and moved as above and the voltage recorded. The per cent

of influence of a reflector beyond a specified dimension with

reference to a solid reflector could thus be measured and plotted.

The data are presented in the Data and Results Section.

Atmospheric Tests.

While the simulated tests provided much valuable input to the

design of the microwave burning rate measurement system_ it was

recognized that setup proceduresj signal voltage levelsj etc. could

only be determined under conditions produced by actual burning of

solid propellant. In order to avoid the relatively complex and

expensive tests with the test rocket motor for microwave system

shakedown_ atmospheric pressure combustion tests were conducted.
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For these tests_ propellants AeReCo1 and 2 were cast into the

asbestos phenolic cylinders used for the liner in the test rocket

motor. Chargeswere cut to lengths of 2_ 4 and 6 inches and assembled

into a wrapping of 0.010 inch thick aluminum foil_ with the actual

cellulose acetate restrictor_ seal piston and microwave horn-lens

in place (see Figure ii). The only mechanical difference from the

actual test rocket motor firings was the lack of the steel pressure

vessel. A steel plate frame was constructed to hold the assembly

during tests. Figure 18 shows the frame and a test in progress. The

propellant was ignited by flame from a propane torch. Thermocouple

data were taken in addition to microwave data as a part of the

operational check of the system. Operation of the measurementequip-

ment and procedures during each atmospheric test were the sameas

those described for the test rocket motor firings below.

Test Rocket Motor Firings - Twenty-one firings of the test rocket

motor were conducted using propellant TPH-8009. All firings produced

usable microwave data except Number I_ which was intended as a shake-

down test for the rocket motor.

Before each firing_ the propellant charge to be tested was

selected by use of X-ray data provided by NASA Langley Research

Center and cut to length. The cellulose acetate end restrictor was

glued to one end of the propellant using Testor's household cement.

One thin coat of the film igniter was applied with a small paint
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brush to the other end. The propellant-restrictor-igniter assembly

was allowed to dry for a minimum period of 12 hours. The propellant

assembly was then removed from the propellant process area to the test

loading area.

Initial assembly of the test rocket motor involved the insertion

of the end liner_ spacer and propellant charge into the test motor.

The ATJ graphite nozzle had previously been drilled to the desired

size and set in the silicone rubber seal. The transducer pressure

portj igniter_ and thermocouple holes were marked through the ports

in the test rocket motor. The propellant charge and spacer were then

removed for drilling. Pressure port_ igniter and thermocouple holes

were drilled as shown in Figure 17. The spacer and propellant charge

were then reassembled in the test motor and the drilled holes aligned

with their respective ports. Thermocouples were inserted through the

seal glands and into the propellant. The seal piston_ microwave horn_

waveguide and aluminum spacer were then assembled into the test motor

and the rear flange was bolted in place. The igniter was loaded with

one gram of magnesium-teflon granules_ and the glo plug initiator was

screwed into place. The assembled test motor was then mounted in the

cooling tank and shield_ and pressure transducer and thermocouple

connections were made. The cooling tank was filled with water.

Igniter connections were made as a last step immediately before each

firing.
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Instrumentation was located in a control roomattached to the

concrete test cell which housed the test motor and shield. Before

each firing_ voice identification information was recorded on the

tape recorder. The microwave system was adjusted so that a 200 mv

signal appeared at the amplifier output of the SWRmeter. This level

adjustment was accomplished with the sliding short and attenuator

in the reference leg of the microwave system. The 200 mv level was

found to be satisfactory from the atmospheric pressure combustion

tests.

In final preparation for each firing_ the test rocket motor was

armed and the 24 volt firing power supply was energized in a standby

mode. The tape recorder was then started and the electrical cali-

bration for the pressure channel was applied. This was the only

calibration required_ since all other measurementswere with reference

to the time base automatically supplied by the tape recorder.

Immediately following_ the 24 volt igniter switch was thrown manually.

The oscilloscope time base and the event channel also received the

ignition pulse. The firing pulse was recorded on the event channel

of the tape recorder. The oscilloscope time base was previously

adjusted for a predetermined delay and sweeptime_ and operated the

variable gain device accordingly. For example_ for nominal seven

second firings_ the oscilloscope time base-variable gain device

permitted full system gain for a period of 3.5 seconds_ then began

linear gain turndown to approximately 0.i of original gain in four
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seconds. At the conclusion of each firing_ all data were retained

on the magnetic tape for subsequent data reduction.

To prepare the test rocket motor for the next firing_ the motor

was disassembled_ cleaned and a new ATJ graphite nozzle was set in

silicone rubber. The test rocket motor performed well throughout

the 21 firings_ requiring only replacement of combustibles and the

nozzle for each firing. The sameseal piston-window was used for all

tests_ with no apparent leakage or damage.

Data Reduction Techniques

The simulated and atmospheric tests produced data on the per-

formance of the microwave system which required no special reduction

techniques. The data gathered from the test rocket motor firings_

howeverj required reduction techniques that must be outlined. All

test rocket motor data were recorded on magnetic tape during the test

runs. At the completion of testing_ tapes were replayed and data

recorded on the Sanborn Series 150 recorder. This recorder was a

four channel model_ allowing graphical presentation of the pressure_

microwave and two thermocouple records simultaneously. The voice

signal_ recorded on a separate magnetic tape channel_ was monitored

for run identification. Figure 19 shows the data recorded during a

typical test run.
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Pressure Data

To compare the average burning rate of the propellant with

standard values_ it was necessary to determine the average combustion

pressure during each test run. Average pressure was determined by

first measuring the area under each curve with a polar planimeter_

thus obtaining the pressure-time integral. The pressure time integral

was then related to average pressure by equation 8.41.

tb

t p dt
O

• Pavg = (8.41)

Tb

where to is the time of first sensible pressure rise

tb is the time at burnout of the propellant

T b is the burn time interval

Time tb was clearly evident on most pressure traces as a sharp drop

in the pressure trace. Where no such sharp drop was apparent_ the

conventional tangent bisector method was employed to determine tb.

The pressure calibration was determined from the electrical cali-

bration immediately preceding each run. Time reference was supplied

by the data recorder speed_ which was 25 mm per second as the pressure

data were reproduced by the tape recorder.

Thermocouple Datja

As shown in Figure 19_ the thermocouples produced a sharp_

clearly identifiable voltage rise when reached by the flame front.
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The time of the sharp voltage rise was designated t I and t2 for

thermocouples number I and 2 respectively_ with reference to time t .
O

T/C time was then determined as (t2 - tl). The relative position of

thermocouples 1 and 2 was measured with a micrometer caliper to

The average burning rate during the time tI to0.001 inch accuracy.

t2 was thus

d
r = (8.42)

avg t2 - tI

where d was the distance between the thermocouples.

For best accuracy_ the thermocouple data were recorded at i00 mm/sec

chart speed_ along with the microwave data signal.

Microwave Data

The microwave data were recorded in the form of a variable

amplitude sinusoid 3 as discussed in the previous section_ Waveform

of the detected signal. For good resolution_ readout from the magnetic

tape recorder on to the data recorder chart was at I00 mm/sec. It

was decided to reduce the data by measuring the distance between

one-half wavelengths of the recorded signal_ corresponding to one-

quarter wavelength of movement of the propellant burning surface. The

reasons for this choice are discussed in Section IV_ Discussion of

Results.

From previously discussed analyses_ the microwave signal was

seen to complete one full cycle for each one-half wavelength (in the
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propellant) of movement of the propellant burning Surface. Graphical

measurement of the time required for Completion of one-half cycle by

the microwave signal gave the time required for burning one-quarter

wavelength of propellant. Since the wavelength of the 30 GHz radiation

in the propellant was assumed constant_ the one-half cycle time

measurements represented the average burning rate during that half

cycle. The complete burning of a two inch nominal length propellant

charge resulted in approximately 27 full cycles and a potential

54 measurements of burning rate.

The measurement of the one-half cycle times from the I00 mm/sec

record was not as straightforward as would appear. Before the data

were reduced_ a 3.5 Hz test signal from a low frequency oscillator

was recorded at I00 mm/sec_ and one-half cycle times were measured.

(The microwave burning rate data signal was at approximately 3.5 Hz).

The oscillator-recorder arrangement provided the capability of

recording o3.5 Hz signals at constant amplitude_ variable amplitude

and variable DC level. Under constant or variable amplitude con-

ditions_ it was found that measurement of the one-half cycle times

from the apparent maximum and minimum points of the recorded signal

produced the correct one-half cycle times for the 3.5 Hz signal.

However_ when the DC level of the signal was varied_ severe distortion

of the times was noted. Study of the microwave burning rate data

(see Figure 19) showed that significant amplitude changes of the

signal occurred in periods of less than one-half cycle. This was in
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addition to the slow amplitude increase of the signal as burning

progressed. Equation (8.28) for the waveform of the detected signal

was used to analyze the effects of such rapid amplitude variation_

and is repeated here for convenience.

l xr lI 'Vcrystal c ( 2 + Exr I  l xr01F I
It was noted in the waveform analysis section that a high pass filter

was employed to eliminate the nearly constant quantities ,llExrc12 and

IE 'I2" However_ rapid variation of the amplitude of the cos _ term
mr

I I

indicated that IExrc land/or IExr' lwere varying rapidly. Since these

terms appear squared in the detector output_ rapid variations of their

value would be passed by the high pass filter and result in a variable

DC level imposed upon the cos _ sinusoid.

Whatever the cause_ it was necessary to devise a method to elim-

inate the distortion of the maximum and minimum points of the data

signal. The fact that distortion did occur may be reinforced by

forming the time derivative of equation (8.28) and setting it equal to

zero_ thus obtaining the conditions for an apparent maximum or minimum

of the value of Vcrystal. In time function notation_ equation (8.28)

may be expressed as

F(t) = c(fl(t) 2 + f2(t) 2 - 2 fl(t) f2(t) cos wt)_ (8.43)

letting _ = wt. Forming the time derivative of the right side of

equation (8.43) and setting it equal to zero_

2fl(t ) fl'(t) + 2f2(t ) f2'(t) - 2fl(t ) f2'(t) cos _ t

-2fl'(t ) f2(t) cos wt + 2_f2(t) fl(t) sin wt = 0 (8.44)
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The last term of equation (8.44) predicts that maximums and minimums

n_ excluding the other terms This wouldof F(t) will occur at t = _-- ,

be expected if F(t) were a pure cosine wave of constant amplitude.

However_ for fl'(t) and/or f2'(t) non-zero_ i.e._ for a varying

fl(t) and/or f2(t)_ the observed maximum and minimum points of the

signal will not be the maximum and minimum points of the cos _t term

of equation (8.43). In other words_ the apparent maximum and minimum

points of the recorded signal were a distorted facsimile of the desired

signal.

An improved method was devised by experiment which apparently

eliminated most of the distortion caused by rapidly varying amplitudes.

Figure 20 shows an actual recording at i00 mm/sec of an approximately

3.5 Hz sinusoid with variable amplitude and variable DC level super-

imposed. Above the record are one-half cycle times determined from

apparent maximum and minimum points_ while values below the record

were determined by the improved method. The method involved striking

tangents to the apparent maximum and minimum points of the signal_

then determining the peak of the signal opposite each tangent with

reference to the tangent. The values determined by the improved

method were quite uniform_ and agree well with those determined from

constant amplitude signals at the same frequency. Some of the spread

in the values was due to variations of the oscillator_ as similar

variations were noted in the constant amplitude case. The improved

method was used to reduce all microwave data gathered in the subject

investigation.
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The _avelength of the 30 GHz electromagnetic radiation in the

propellant was determined by counting the number of full cycles of

the microwave signal during the burning of each known length of pro-

pellant. Equation (8.15) was then employed to calculate _ . k" of the
p

propellant was calculated employing equation (8.46). e" and e' were

also calculated employing equations (8.32) and (8.33) respectively.

Data and Results

Following the previous organization_ the data and results are

classified as those gathered in simulated tests_ atmospheric tests_

and test rocket motor firings.

Simulated Tests

The penetrability of propellants TPH-8009 and AeReCo 1 and 2 by

the 30 GHz microwaves was investigated. Using the horn-lens

collimator_ it was found that the micro_ave system could sense the

movement of a metal reflector through six inches of the aluminized

propellant AeReCo 2. The same movement could be sensed through

eight inches of the unaluminized AeReCo i. While the largest

specimen of propellant TPH-8009 that was available at the time was

two inches thick_ no difficulty was encountered in sensing metal

reflector movement through this sample.

The radiation pattern of the horn-lens collimator was studied as

described in the test procedure. Results were summarized in Table 2.
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TABLE2.

EFFECTOFDIFFERENTM]_TALREFLECTORSONRETURNSIGNAL

TRANSMITTEDTHROUGHTHREEINCHESOF

AeReCoPROPELLANT2

Reading No. Center hole Influence of
diameter in reflector with

metal reflector_ center hole as a
inches fraction of that

from a solid
reflector

I 0.00 (solid reflector) 1.000

2 0.50 0.875

3 0.75 0. 690

4 i. 00 0. 500

5 i. 25 0. 430

6 1.50 0.250

7 I. 75 0. 125

8 2.00 0. 125

9 2.25 0. 000
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Atmospheric Tes ts

The atmospheric combustion tests allowed the first shakedown

tests of the microwave system_ and provided additional information

on the penetrability of propellants AeReCo 1 and 2 by the microwaves.

Results will be found in Table 3. Microwave power was measured by

breaking the waveguide system at the input flange to the horn-lens

collimator. The measurement was made employing a thermistor and

microwave power meter. With the microwave system adjusted for

operation as described in the test procedure_ a p_er level of 0.03

milliwatts was measured. While additional power losses occurred in

the collimator_ the measured power was indicative of the power

radiated into the propellant. This power level was essentially un-

changed for atmospheric tests and those in the test rocket motor.

Test Rocket Motor Firinss

Data and results produced by the test rocket motor firings are

shown in Tables 4 through 8. Tables 4 through 6 summarize what may

be described as average data and results for all of the 21 test

firings. All firings were conducted without propellant temperature

conditioning_ with the propellant charge at the ambient temperature

of the day. Ambient temperature readings are recorded in Table 4.

In Table 6j average burning rate-change length is the propellant

charge length divided by the burn time T b. The average burning

rate-microwave is to be compared with this value. The average

burning rate-thermocouples is the distance between T/C-I and T/C-2
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TABLE3

RESULTSOFATMOSPHERICCOMBUSTIONPRESSURETESTS-

PENETRABILITYOFPROPELLANTCHARGES

BYMICROWAVES

Run Number

ATM-I

ATM-2

ATM-3

ATM-4

ATM-5

ATM-6

Propellant Propellant
type charge

length
inches

AeReCo2 2

AeReCoI 2

AeReCoI 4

AeReCo2 4

AeReCoi 6

AeReCo2 6

Results

Strong_ sinusoidal
signal throughout
test run.

Sameas above_
signal amplitude
higher.

Goodsignal through-
out run_ large
amplitude increase.

Very weak but
intelligible signal
from start of burning_
large amplitude
increase

Goodsignal through-
out run_ large
amplitude increase.

Signal unintelligible
at beginning of run_
good signal for last
3-1,/4 inches of
burning
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TABLE 7

INDIVIDUAL MICROWAVE

ONE-HALF CYCLE TIdiES

Firing Number 14

Reading

Number

Time Interval

seconds

Data Starting Time

to - 0.351 seconds

Reading

Number

after

Time Interval

seconds

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

Ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2O

21

22

23

24

25

26

O. 123

0. 121

0. 109

0. 114

O. 126

0.1ll

O. 128

0. 126

0. 113

0.iii

0.118

O. 130

0.125

0.125

O. 119

O. 114

O. 127

O. 121

O. 124

0.123

0.118

0.126

0.106

0.129

O. 127

0.122

27

28

29

3O

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

4O

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

0.119

0.118

0.119

0.123

0.129

0.127

0. 112

0.116

0.122

0.126

0.130

0.117

0. 113

0.121

0.125

0.124

0.119

0.121

0.120

0.119

0.139

0. 128

0.136

0.125

0.139

0.168
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divided by the measured time between flame front indications. To be

compared with this is the average burning rate-microwave/thermocouples_

calculated as the average microwave measured burning rate between

T/C-I and T/C-2 indications. Table 7 gives the entire microwave data

generated by firing number 14. Table 8 is this same microwave data

converted to burning rate of the propellant by the methods previously

described. The conversion equation was

1/2 cycle time 1/2 cycle time
rb = = (8.45)

1/2 cycle distance 0.038 inches

The value of 0.038 inches for the 1/2 cycle distance was the average

value for all firings of propellant TPH-8009 to the nearest 0.001 inch.

The value is actually i/4 of the wavelength of the 30 GHz electro-

magnetic radiation in the propellant_ computed by methods previously

described.

Cumulative time figures shown in Table 8 represent the time

interval following the first sensible pressure rise for the firing

(to in Figure 19). Cumulative distance figures represent simple

addition of the known distance between each data point (0.038 inches).

Since no distance datum was available_ the cumulative distance figures

are distance intervals only_ starting at zero with the first data

point.

Each of the firings 2 through 21 generated an amount of data

similar to that recorded in Tables 7 and 8. In the interest of brevity_
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this data is not presented_ but is retained in the records of the

investigator.

Electromagnetic property data are given in Table 9. Values of

k' k' c' and e" were calculated following procedures already

described. The quantities c '
r

(8.46),

and ¢ " are defined by the equations
r

C t C tt
C ' = -- ¢ " = -- "_o.46)
r C r C

o o

10 -12where c is the permittivity of free space_ 8.854 x farad per
o

meter. The values of c '
r

and c " for propellant TPH-8009 are pre-
r

sented for convenience in comparing the observed values with those

for other materials. Tables of electromagnetic property data in the

literature normally present _r"'and Or".
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IX. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Simulated Tests

While the simulated tests previously described did not produce

the primary results of the subject investigation_ valuable results

were obtained.

Reasons for the choice of the lens-corrected horn collimator were

discussed in the Data and Results section. Figure 21 shows the data

of Table 2 in graphical form. Interpretation of the results of this

test was a difficult problem. Actually_ the curve shown in Figure

21 cannot be said to represent anything other than the results of

the specified test_ i.e.j the influence on the return signal of metal

reflectors having various centered circular holes. Extrapolation of

the data to the propellant burning case would indicate_ however_

that at a three inch distance_ burning of propellant outside a one

inch diameter cross sectional area centered on the horn-lens colli-

mator axis had little effect on the data signal observed. While

such extrapolation might seem hazardous_ it was felt that the data

figures were in order of magnitude representative of the performance

of the collimator under propellant combustion conditions. More con-

ventional methods for the study of antenna patterns were not employed

because it was assumed that such data might lead to erroneous con-

clusions. In the subject measurement system_ only the strength of
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the return signal as a function of reflector position was of interest.

Antenna pattern measurementswould have yielded information on the

'_lluminated" area of the propellant burning surface_ but not on

reflection conditions.

It was noted that the waveform of the signal produced by tests

with the test rocket motor simulator was never of the quality of

that produced under actual combustion conditions. This effect was

assumedto have been caused by multiple reflections within the

simulator which were attenuated by the propellant in the actual com-

bustion tests. The simulator was filled with oil which_ while more

lossy than air_ did not approach a simulation of the microwave losses

in the propellant.

It was possible to penetrate considerably more propellant with

the microwaves to detect the movementof a metal reflector than to

detect the burning surface movement_as shown in the Data and

Results section. This was unexpected, in view of the fact that

equation (8.12) predicts approximately the samemagnitude of signal

return in both cases; that is_ the partially transparent propellant/

combustion zone interface would be expected to return a rate signal

approximately equivalent to that returned by a metal reflector moved

in front of the propellant interface. Although the metal reflector

may be assumedto reflect all microwave energy incident upon it_ the

energy suffers two reflections at the propellant/air interface in
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proceeding from the micro_ave system to and from the metal reflector.

The approximate equality of reflection signal would thus be expected.

A possible explanation for the weaker than expected combustion

interface reflection is that the combustion process effectively

"matched" the solid propellant to the gas-filled area above it_

reducing the reflection from the interface. Further study to clarify

the nature of the microwave reflection from the combustion interface

would be desirable.

Atmospheric Tests

Reference to Table 3 shows that it was possible to observe

burning surface movement through approximately six inches of pro-

pellant AeReCo I_ and 4 inches of the aluminized AeReCo 2 propellant.

In the test rocket motor firings, it was found that burning could be

sensed through a maximum of two inches of propellant TPH-8009.

Clearly_ microwave losses were not as severe in the polyurethane

binder AeReCo propellants as in the TPH-8009 propellant_ which had

a PBAA binder. Also_ the presence of 16 per cent aluminum in the

AeReCo 2 propellant caused greater micro_ave losses. Variable micro-

wave losses dependent on propellant composition and an increase in

losses in aluminized propellants _as reported in References 16 and 19.

It was originally planned to use propellants AeReCo 1 and 2 for

firings in the test rocket motor. Apparently these propellants were
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not as "lossy" in the microwave sense as propellant TPH-8009_and

would have allowed burning rate measurementthrough longer charges.

Repeated attempts to obtain ignition and stable burning in the test

rocket motor using the AeReCopropellants were not successful_ how-

ever. Wheneverenough ignition energy to prevent a hangfire

condition was supplied_ overpressure occurred and the test rocket

motor ruptured at the mating flanges. Whether the difficulty was

due to ignition problems or the failure of the propellant bond to

the asbestos-phenolic burning restrictor was not determined. The

AeReCo1 and 2 propellants were replaced with propellant TPH-8009

after several unsuccessful firing attempts. No further difficulty

of this type was encountered.

Test Rocket Motor Firings

Goodagreement was obtained between the various measurements

of burning rate which were madeduring each run. Referring to

Table 6_ the average burning rate based on charge length closely

matched the average burning rate as determined by microwaves.

Typical errors of a few thousandths of an inch per second were noted.

The largest error occurred in firing number 2_ where error was

2.8 per cent_ based on the burning rate-charge length value. Average

error for all firings was I.i per cent. Firing number 14_ presented

as a typical firing_ produced an error of 1.9 per cent. Again
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referring to Table 6_ the average burning rate - thermocouples was

to be comparedwith the average burning rate - microwave/thermocouple.

For these measurements_firing number17 produced the largest error

of 11.4 per cent based on the thermocouple measuredburning rate as

a standard. Average error for all 16 firings which produced data

was 3.6 per cent. Microwave measurementsfor firing number 14 were

in error 0.3 per cent_ based on the thermocouple measurements.

I_ is difficult to offer an explanation for the errors of

measurementwhich were noted. For the average burning rates determined

over the entire charge length_ the average error of i.I per cent is

certainly near the basic accuracy capability of the system components.

It is felt that accuracy of this order is highly satisfactory for

measurementsof this type involving a complex instrumentation setup.

In the case of the thermocouple burning rate measurements_con-

siderably larger errors were noted. As a possible explanation_ it

may be recalled that the sheathed thermocouples were 0.062 inches in

diameter. The location and orientation of the measuring junction

within the thermocouple could have varied several thousandths of an

inch_ causing variable response. The data reduction technique which

was employed to determine when the flame front reached the thermo-

couple was also a potential error source. In somecases_ the thermo-

couple signal did not rise sharply enough to prevent someuncertainty

in choosing the point.
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Comparisonof average burning rates as measuredby the micro-

wave system with other data for propellant TPH-8009also yielded

good results. Figure 22 shows the data obtained in the subject

investigation and that obtained by ultrasonic measurementsdescribed

in Reference 7. As can be noted from the figure_ somemeasurements

are so close as to obscure the individual values on the graph.

Agreementwas good throughout the combustion pressure range. Figure

23 shows the samedata collected in the subject investigation com-

pared with strand burning rate values. The strand burning rates were

measured in a closed bomb: using propellant from the samemix from

which propellant for the subject investigation _as taken. Data were

supplied by NASALangley Research Center. While agreementwas

adequate: it was not of the samequality as shownin Figure 22. The

most probable explanation for the variance is that propellant com-

bustion under actual rocket motor combustion conditions is not

adequately simulated by closed bombtests. The ultrasonically

measured burning rates from Reference 7_ shownin Figure 22_ were

measured in a small end burning rocket motor.

Figure 24 sho_s propellant surface position as a function of

time for firing number 14. The curve is a plot of the data shownin

Table 8. Time at zero distance (0.351 seconds) is the time at which

the microwave burning rate signal becameintelligible after to_ the

start of burning. Distance sho_n is the cumulative propellant

burned after 0.351 seconds. Study of the regression curve shows
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that the burning of the propellant was nearly linear with time_ as

would be expected for the nearly neutral pressure history produced

by firing number 14. However_ apparent small variations in the rate

of burning can be noted. The variations in burning rate were not

so small as would appear_ however. Figure 25 shows the burning rate

between each of the points of Figure 24_ as measured by the micro-

wave system. Since the data points represent burning through a

distance of 0.038 inchesj each rate value shown in Figure 25 is an

average burning rate for 0.038 inches. The average burning rate for

the entire firing was 0.308 inches/second and is shown as a line

through the points. Considerable scatter of the individual burning

rates about the average value is apparent• Some of this scatter was

caused by the data reduction method_ since an error in reading one

time interval would have an opposite effect on the next; that is_ a

high reading would produce a subsequent low reading. However_ it is

difficult to explain the several instances of points which show a

relatively slow burning rate change as anything but actual burning

rate variation. As an example_ the series of points between 3.25

and 4.25 seconds in Figure 25 can be noted. It should also be noted

that the 0.038 inch measurement interval may be approaching the

burning surface roughness of the propellant. Variations in the

roughness of the surface as burning proceeded could have affected

the results. However_ since the horn-lens collimator illuminated an

area over the burning surface_ the rate results should indicate an
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average burning rate for this area_ which _as desired. It is felt

that this question deserves further study_ especially with higher

frequency_ shorter wavelength micro_ave radiation.

The manual data reduction technique employed to reduce the

microwave data was not completely satisfactory. The technique was

laborious and considerable care was required to avoid substantial

errors. It was originally planned to devise an electrical means

for data reduction_ but this was not accomplished. Of those

investigated_ the most promising techniques included an automatic_

self balancing Wien bridge and an oscillographic technique using a

Lissajous figure. Experimental models of the two devices were con-

structed and it was possible to measure the frequency of an approxi-

mately 3.5 Hz sinusoid generated by an oscillator. In the case of

the Wien bridge_ indication of a frequency shift of 0.i Hz was sensed

essentially instantaneously_ while the;Lissajous figure technique

produced a frequency indicating pulse at approximately 0.025 second

intervals. The difficulty with both techniques was that it was not

possible to make the devices amplitude insensitive_ and the microwave

data signal exhibited variable amplitude. Based on the experience

gained in working with the two devices_ it would seem more desirable

to eliminate the variable amplitude characteristics of the signal

rather than to attempt to accommodate them. A microwave bridge method

to accomplish this was described in Reference 27. Another method

made feasible by recent microwave equipment developments performs
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&

phase measurements directly between the 30 GHz data and reference

signals.

The amplitude variation which caused the most difficulty was

not the slow increase in amplitude as the propellant burned_ but

that which occurred quickly_ often within one-half cycle (see

Figure 19). The source of these amplitude variations was not ex-

plained by conventional attenuation analysis. A possible cause was

a resonance effect dependent upon the length of unburned propellant.

In Reference 19_ similar amplitude variations were observed and were

attributed to standing wave effects.

Electromagnetic property data were computed from results of

firing numbers 19 and 20. These firings were purposely conducted

without the variable gain device in operation_ so that measurement

of microwave attenuation could be made. The results showed that the

propellant had a relatively high c' (a-c capacitivity) and produced

large microwave power losses. Comparison of the computed values with

those for other selected materials may be noted in Table i0. While

the property values for the materials other than propellant TPH-8009

were measured at a microwave frequency of 3 GHz_ an order of magnitude

comparison is provided. Microwave power losses were computed as

2.8 db/centimeter of propellant. This value compares quite favorably

with a value of 2.3 db/centimeter calculated from results of tests

described in Reference 19. These tests were conducted at a microwave

frequency of 24 GHz_ and average power losses were found to be
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0.144 db/cm/per cent of aluminum in the propellant. Assuming that

the results can be applied to the 16 per cent aluminum TPH-8009

propellant_ the value of 2.3 db/centimeter results.
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X. SU_iARY AhTD CONCLUSIONS

The Doppler microwave technique for the sensing of propellant

burning rates has been shown by previous investigators to be feasible.

The method appeared especially attractive for measurement of localized

burning rates; since microwave radiation could be focused. The

potential for truly continuous burning rate measurement was also

inherent in the microwave method. With the exception of the initial

feasibility study; no investigation of the microwave burning rate

measurement technique per se has previously been conducted. The

subject investigation treated the general problem of burning rate

measurement employing a Doppler microwave technique.

Analyses supporting the experimental portion of the subject in-

vestigation were presented. Included were considerations of micro-

wave reflections; the waveform of the signal output of the system;

and electromagnetic properties of solid propellants. An experimental

program was conducted_ including preliminary tests under simulated

conditions; combustion tests at atmospheric pressure; and solid

propellant burning rate measurement under actual rocket motor com-

bustion conditions. For the latter tests; a special test rocket

motor was designed. The test rocket motor incorporated a pressure

sealing microwave window; a lens-corrected horn microwave collimator;

and thermocouple flame front sensors to provide a check on measured
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burning rates. Microwave burning rate data were recorded from a

series of 20 test firings. Two of these firings were designed to

provide information for the calculation of the electromagnetic

properties of the test propellant.

Burning rate values measured by the microwave system during the

20 test firings were computedand comparedwith the burning rate of

each charge based on its length_ with the thermocouple flame front

sensors_ and with the data of other investigators. Agreementwas

good in all cases. Electromagnetic property data were computedand

comparedwith other selected substances. Microwave power loss in

the test propellant was calculated from the experimental results and

comparedwith results of another investigation.

The following conclusions maybe drawn from the results of the

subject investigation:

(i) The burning rate of solid rocket propellants may be measured

employing Doppler microwave techniques under actual rocket motor

combustion conditions.

(2) Employing the methods of the subject investigation_ the

position of the burning surface of propellant TPH-8009may be

sensed at intervals of 0.038 inches using Doppler microwave

techniques. The average burning rate of the propellant in the

400 to i000 psig combustion pressure range was measuredwith an

average accuracy of I.i per centj based on the average burning

rate of the entire charge as a standard. For the samepressure
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range_ the average burning rate was measuredWith an average

accuracy of 3.6 per cent based on flame front sensing thermo-

couples placed at knowndistances along the periphery of the

propellant as a standard.

(3) Continuous burning rate infoi_nation is contained in the

microwave signal. Amplitude and level variations in the received

signal mask this information_ and cause serious data reduction

problems.

(4) Collimation of microwaves in solid rocket propellants for

the sensing of local burning rates is feasible. In a small end

burning rocket motor_severe distortion of the burning rate data

signal occurs in the absence of a properly designed collimator.

(5) The solid rocket propellants tested are lossy dielectric

materials_ highly absorbing to 30 GHzmicrowaves. Propellant

TPH-8009produced an average loss of 2.8 db per centimeter of

propellant in the path of the microwaves.
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XI. RECOF_[ENDATIONS

The results and experience gained during the subject investi-

gation suggest several areas for additional investigation. The

following are considered to be especially pertinent:

(i) The techniques of the subject investigation should be

extendedj employing microwave equipment capable of generating

radiation of higher power and/or shorter wavelength. Methods of

improving the sensitivity of the receiver-detector should be

investigated. An improved system should result_ capable of

better resolution in measuring burning rates through greater

propellant thicknesses.

(2) Further study of the collimating device should be conducted_

directed toward optimizing the gain and directional pattern. A

method for defining the area of the propellant burning surface

affecting the return signal should be devised.

(3) The microwave method should be employed to measure the

burning rate of propellants of current interest other than those

used in the subject investigation.

(4) Improvement of the data reduction technique used in the

subject investigation should be undertaken. The use of a

microwave bridge to produce direct phase angle measurements
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appears desirable. Recent developments in microwave instruments

have provided the capability of measuring phase angles directly

at frequencies up to 40 GHz. The use of such instruments should

be considered.

(5) The application of the microwave system to the measurement

of the burning rate in solid propellant grains of complex

geometry should be investigated. Initially_ the use of internal

burning grains having a cylindrical perforation is suggested.

(6) The character of the solid propellant combustion zone as

a microwave reflector should be studied. Information is needed

regarding the magnitude of the reflection_ as well as the

effective position of the reflection in the combustion zone.
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XlV. APPENDICES

Appendix A.

Electromagnetic Nomenclature and Symbolism

The mathematical description of electromagnetic fields is based

upon the well-known Maxwell equations. While the development of

field expressions from the Maxwell equations is standard_ considerable

variation of notation occurs in the literature. The following

material provides background for the notation used in the subject

investigation. The notation follows that of reference 26.

The Maxwell equations are given in vector notation as

VxE =._B
_t

vxH =8 +T

V.B =0

V . D =

The quantities which arise in the discussions in the subject investi-

gation are E_ the electric intensity_ and H_ the magnetic intensity.

The constitutive relationships

D = eE

B =_H

(A-I-I)

(A-I-2)
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define the permittivity of a medium_¢_ and the permeability of a

medium__. In general_ ¢ and _ are complex quantities but in a

vacuumor "free space"_

c = 8.854x10"12farad per meter
O

_o = 4_ x 10 -7

for the mks system of units.

henry per meter.

The ratio of ¢ to ¢
o

(A-I-3)

for a particular

(A-I-4)

For themedium is called the dielectric constant of the medium.

dielectric materials of interest to the subject investigationj

= _o"

Power flux is expressed by the Poynting vector_

S = E x H

When the electromagnetic fields to be studied are harmonic_ as

in the subject investigation_ complex quantities can simplify the

analysis. A complex E is defined as related to an instantaneous E

according to

E-=_ Re (E ejwt) (A-I-D)

E is called the complex electric intensity. Similarly a complex

magnetic intensity H can be related to the instantaneous field quantity_

H. By substituting complex relationships such as equation (A-I-5)

in the Maxwell equations (A-I-I)_ the Maxwell equations in complex
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form are obtained. A satisfactory solution for the complexMax,,Jell

equations is obtained by assuming that E in a perfect dielectric

has only an x component independent of x and y in three-dimensional

space. The result is

E = E e-Jkz_
x o

and
E = _ }I (A-I-6)

x ¢ y

In equation (A-I-6); the quantity _--_ is called the wave impedance

of the medium; _. The quantity k is called the wave number of the

medium. The corresponding instantaneous fields are formed by sub-

stitutingequations (A-I-6) into (A-I-5). Thus;

-_x =_-_" Re leo e-Jkz eJ_t]

F -jkz eJ_t-- _- Re h E eHy = --_- o

(A-I-7)

The wave described by equation (A-I-7) is called a plane wave.

Examination of equations (A-I-7) shows that the spatial variation of

the electric and magnetic intensities may be studied by use of the

complex quantities E and H . This procedure was followed in the
x y

subject inves£igation. All propagation was assumed to be in the form

of plane waves.

The term plane wave means plane phase fronts. The velocity at

which an equiphase plane travels in a medium is called the phase
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In a dielectric medium_the phase

I

p
(A-I-8)

The wavelength k in a medium is defined as the distance in which the

phase increases by 2_ at any instant. Thus_

2_ v v

2_ _ = -J_ (A-I-9)
k = _-- = w f

where f is the frequency in cycles per second.
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Appendix B.

Design of 30 GHzMicrowave Lens-Corrected Horn Collimator

The microwave horn used in the subject investigation was designed

from data presented in Reference 29. Results of analyses outlined in

Reference 29 sh_ed that a pyramidal horn of optimum dimensions

existed as a function of the antenna gain of the horn. Design values

for horn dimensions_ with electromagnetic radiation wavelength as a

parameter_ were presented graphically. The horn used in the subject

investigation was designed for 14 db gain_ and for a wavelength of

one centimeter.

The lens_ located in the aperture of the horn_ was intended to

"correct" the ray paths emanating from the horn so that plane phase

fronts were radiated. Design of the piano-convex lens was based on

ray-path techniques_ identical to those employed in optics. The

equation for the radial distance of the surface of a piano-convex
• 30

lens from the focal point is

where

n -I
r = f ( ) (A-II-I)

n cos 8 - i

r is the radial distance to the lens surface from the

focal point.

f is the focal length of the lens.
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n is the refractive index of the dielectric material

used for construction of the lens (n > I).

The lens was designed to fit the dimensions of the horn. The

design procedure for such a lens is to adjust the focal length so

that the focal point of the lens is at the apex of the pyramid forming

the interior of the horn. However_the lens must also seat in the

aperture of the horn_ so that a second design constraint exists. It

was necessary to choose a focal length for the lens_ then to calculate

the dimensions of that lens to check for a fit in the horn aperture.

A trial and error procedure was thus required. A digital computer

program was written and employed to calculate lens profiles for various

focal lengths. The resulting lens which fitted the horn had a focal

length of 0.500 inches for an index of refraction of 1.61. Con.

struction material was polymethyl methracrylate round bar stock.

The lens was turned on a lath% using a form-cutting tool shaped

to the proper profile. The tool washand fitted to a I0 to 1 enlarge-

ment of the computer generated lens profilej employing optical magni-

fication. Cut-off of the lens from the base material was accomplished

on a milling machine. The final step was to mount the lens in the

horn aperture_ using liquid cement.

The horn and lens were shownin assembly in Figure Ii_ in the

main body of this thesis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following experimentation with the high aluminum content

propellant, TPH-8009, attention was directed to a low aluminum content

propellant, BF-II7, also supplied by NASA Langley Research Center.

The supplemental progress report describes the results of a series

of test rocket motor firings using BF-II7 propellant.

II. TEST PROGRAM

The test procedures and equipment, including the rocket motor,

were identical with those employed with TPH-8009 propellant. A

series of 28 test firings were conducted with BF-II7 propellant.

The propellant charges were cut from 12-inch lengths which had

been cast by NASA Langley Research Center in phenolic asbestos

tubing. Each 12-inch length had been x-rayed to determine the

presence of voids or inclusions. Charge lengths were nominally 2,

3, or 4 inches. The maximum charge length that could be cut, free

of voids, was 4 inches.

During early tests considerable difficulty was experienced

with severe nozzle erosion. Fabrication of nozzles from ZTA

graphite reduced erosion to a negligible amount.

As noted in the tabulated results, the klystron (microwave

generator) became inoperative during the course of a number of tests.
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The malfunction was finally traced to a thermal relay in the

generator circuits. Operation of the generator from an isolated

power source and at increased voltage precluded further malfunction.

III. DATA AND RESULTS

The data and results of the test rocket firings are presented

in Tables 1 and 2. The average microwave burning rates were

evaluated over the time interval of passage of the combustion front

between the first two (if more than two were employed) thermocouple

sensors. Results from measurements between other thermocouple

sensors in the three and four inch charges are not presented but are

retained in the files of the investigator.

IV. DISCUSSION

Comparison of Results with Strand Burning Data

In the progress report covering the TPH-8009 propellant,

microwave measurements were compared with those made at NASA

Langley Research Center by ultrasonic methods. Ultrasonic data is

not available on the BF-II7 propellant and comparison can be made

only with strand burning data supplied by Langley Research Center.

Figures i, 2, and 3 present a graphical comparison of the

three burning rates measured with strand burning rates. Figure 1 is

a comparison of the burning rate determined from total charge length
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and total burning time as measured conventionally from the

pressure records of the tests. Generally good agreement, except

at higher pressures, is seen to exist between the two sets of

data.

Figure 2 presents a comparison between average microwave burning

rates and strand burning data. The microwave burning rate was computed

from the half-cycle distance and the number of cycles in the time

interval of passage of the combustion zone between the first two

thermocouples. The microwave burning rate is, therefore, evaluated

during the first few seconds of combustion. If nozzle erosion existed,

with a resultant decrease in chamberpressure as combustion progressed,

it would be expected that the microwaveburning rates would be some-

what higher than those obtained from total charge length. Comparison

of Figures 1 and 2 shows this general tendency, particularly at

higher combustion pressures where erosion was more severe.

In addition, the usage of average combustion pressure (evaluated

from the pressure-time integral) as a correlation parameter for

burning rates other than average rates over the entire charge length

is not desirable. For example, reference is madeto the data point

in Figure 2 at 382 psig and 0.454 inches/second as determined from

firing BF-9. The data appears to be considerably in error. However,

in firing BF-9, severe nozzle erosion occurred, with combustion

pressure decreasing rapidly after approximately 2.5 seconds. The

microwave rate was calculated at a pressure muchhigher than the
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average combustion pressure. The average pressure during the time

interval in question was 605 psig. If 605 psig were used instead of

382 psig, the data point would be almost exactly on the line

representing strand burning rate data.

The samegeneral commentscan be maderegarding thermocouple

data as presented in Figure 3. The data point from Firing BF-9

would again fall well within normal scatter if the average pressure

for the appropriate time interval were used.

If thermocouple and microwave burning rate over the same time

interval are compared, the results are more favorable. No graphical

comparison is presented but, if the test results of Table 2 are

reviewed, it will be seen that the microwave and thermocouple

burning rates for the same time interval (and, in general, for a

reasonably constant combustion pressure) are within + 4%of each

other. The errors involved here maywell have been caused by the

distortion present in the microwave signal which precluded precise

data reduction. Distortion will be considered in a later portion of

this report.

Additional insight into the capability of the microwave

measurement technique was obtained from analysis of data from

firings in which combustion pressure decays were caused by nozzle

erosion. Typical of such is Firing BF-24. Figure 4 is a reproduction

of the pressure and microwave recordings for Firing BF-24. As may

be seen, a maximumpressure of 785 psig was attained, but decayed
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approximately linearly with time to 305 psig at tafl-off. Taking

two-cycle intervals for convenience (a propellant distance equal

to 0.178 inches), "instantaneous" burning rates were calculated

for the interval. Average combustion pressures were obtained from

the pressure record for the sametime interval. The results

are presented graphically in Figure 5. Superimposed is the NASA

strand burning data.

The correlation of the foregoing "instantaneous" burning rate

is considered quite good in view of the amplitude distortion present

in the microwave signal. The results obtained from such analyses

point out the capability of the microwave technique for determination

of burning rate under transient conditions. It should be observed

that the transients involved here are not rapid ones, and that

further substantiation of transient capability is necessary.

Clearly shown, however, is the fact that the microwave technique

is applicable to the relatively slowly occurring transients that

occur from the combustion of propellant grains designed to give

varying thrust programs.

Microwave Characteristics of BF-II7 Propellant

In the experimentation with TPH-8009 propellant it was

possible to obtain values for the electromagnetic constants by

measurements from tests in which no automatic gain change was

employed. Such was not possible in experimentation with BF-II7
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propellant due to amplitude and frequency distortion of the

microwave signal.

BF-II7 propellant was found to be much less "%ossy" than

TPH-8009, undoubtedly because of its low aluminum content. As

a result, reflections from the burning surface were many times

stronger. Several microwave engineers that were consulted are

of the opinion that adequate isolation of the microwave generator

from return, or reflected, signals does not exist in the present

equipment. It is felt that this lack of isolation allows the

strong reflected signals to pull the generator off frequency

producing distortion. In addition, the half-bridge arrangement does

not eliminate amplitude variation in either incident or reflected

waves. The combined effect of the foregoing apparently produced

the distortion which precluded both measurementof electromagnetic

constants and precise interpretation of microwave data. The

nature of the distortion is shownin Figure 4.

The microwave power required to penetrate a given length

BF-II7 propellant was considerably less than that required in

TPH-8009. In an effort to improve isolation of the generator,

up to 15 db of attenuation was inserted at the output of the

microwave generator. Isolation was not improved appreciably.

However, a grain two inches in length was easily penetrated and

a useful microwave signal received. The total power involved was

approximately 1/70 of the power employedwith TPH-8009. Maximum

penetrable grain length was not determined inasmuch as grains
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longer than four inches were not available. Four inch grains

were readily employed. It thus appears that no power limitations

exist in application of the microwave technique to low aluminum

content propellants of the BF-II7 class.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be dra_,_ from the results of

experimentation with BF-II7 propellant:

(i) The microwave burning rate measurement technique can

readily be employed with low-aluminum content propellants.

(2) The power required for measurement is much less than

that for highly aluminized propellants.

(3) Transient measurements of burning rate are possible with

the microwave technique.

VI. RECO-_D_NDATIONS

In addition to the recommendations contained in the progress

report covering the period September i, 1966 to August 31, 1967

the following is offered:

Precise data reduction depends upon distortion

free phase angle measurement. The most important

recommendation is that the microwave system be modified

such that proper isolation be provided for the microwave

__n_ _ th_ the phase an_le measurement be made
O .......... -
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amplitude insensitive. Use of a full interferometric

bridge with ferrite isolators is deemed necessary.
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